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• Eldresses Gertrude Soul and 'Bertha Lindsay, two of the nine surviving 
Shakers left in the United States, visited UNH Wednesday 
afternoon.(Jonathan Blake ohoto) . 
~Shaker simplicity 
--A way of life 
By· Kim Billings 
·simplicity .. That sums up the 
Shakers' way of life. At the peak of, 
their existence, there were 6,000 
peopl!! in nineteen colonies in the 
United States. 
Today, that number has 
decreased to nine people in two 
colonies--three in Cahterbury, 
New Hampshire, and six at 
Sabbathday Lake in Maine. 
Bud Thompson, director of the 
Canterbury Shaker Museum, 
Eldress Bertha Lindsay, 84, and 
Eldress Gertrude Soul, 86 spoke in 
the MUB on Wednesday about the 
Shaker way of life. 
The slideshow/ lecture presenta-
tion was sponsored by the 
Philosophy and Religious Studies 
Department. Professor Paul 
Brockelmann was the faculty 
sponsor. 
"Their way of life was one of 
elegant simplicity," said 
Thompson, who has lived in 
Canterbury for twenty-one years 
with the Shakers, but is not a 
Shaker himself. "It's based__ on 
balance," he continued. "To them, 
Shakers, page 7 
College Corner 
goes down under 
By Joe Friedman 
The Downunder Pub and the 
College Corner Restaurant closed 
yesterday because the owner, Nick 
Gegas, has transferred his liquor 
li<:ense to his new club, the 
Franklin Lounge. 
On Wednesday, Gegas said that 
the restaurant would remain open 
until the owner of the building, 
Jesse Gangwer, who is also the 
owner of Town ·and Campus, 
returned from his vacation on 
Tuesday, April 29. 
"No closing will take place until 
the return of the owner of the 
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building where the restaurant is 
located, returns from vacation," 
Gegas said on Wednesday. "We 
are in business. There is food 
available." 
However, restaurant managers 
indicated that the restaurant could 
close any time. 
"I was told to go sign up for 
unemployment on the advice of 
Nick Gegas," said Jeff Geraghty, 
one of the restaurant's two 
managers. "We were letting the 
food run out. Gegas didn't tell us 
when he planned to lock the door. I 
sort of knew about the situation all 
along. The closing came as no 
surprise." 
Tom Quinn, the restaurant's · 
other manager, seemed equally 
unsurprised about the closing. "I 
left the employee notification up to 
Jeff," Quinn said. "I was told by 
Gegas that the restaurant would 
close." , 
Gegas has hired the Downunder 
bartenders to work at The 
Franklin, but offered no 
employment alternatives for the 
waitresses. 
Downunder, pijge 6 ') • I 
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Women's center ke'epsroom 
By Dennis Cauchon Fee funded. Isos was tentatively recognized 
The MUB Board of Governors Guaranteed SAF money bytheOfficeofStudentActivities 
voted yesterday to reallocate room translates into guaranteed good as a student organization only the 
134 of the MUB to the Women's programming, Coates said. day before. It still must go before 
.Center. "(The Women'sCenter)willdoa the Student Organizations 
The room assignment had been much better job next year," said Committee, a standing University 
contested by Isos, a Student Jim Connors, chairman of the committee made up of students, 
Senate-initiated organization MUB Board. "SAF funding is not · faculty,, and administrators, 
supporting equality between men . the main criteria in getting a before permanent recognition is 
and women, and TOSNOM, room." granted. 
otherwise known as the Connors said the Student TOSNOM has been a student 
parapsychology club. Senate tends to look out for SAF organization for' more than a year 
The Women's -Centers use of organizations ·whereas the MUB and receives over $3,000 in SAF 
room 134 has been approved for . Board's job is to do what's best for money. 
only one semester and will come up the University community as a Coates acknowledged that 
again next December. whole. lumping Isos with TOSNOM 
Isos is the latest offshoot of an The proposal was rejected might have hurt the latter's chance 
ad hoc committee the Senate because of the shortage of space in of getting an office. He said he 
formed the night it ended funding the MUB basement, he said. would introduce a resolution at 
for the Women's Center. "New organizations usually Sunday night's Senate meeting 
Its purpose is to work towards a work in the Common Office (room asking the MU B Board to 
non-sexist society, a goal that the 146) befo.re they are given space," reconsider TOSNOM's case. 
Senate did not believe the Connors said. Women's Center, page· 14 
Women's Center was working GPA research 1· S towards properly. 
Dave Coldren, a member of the 
Senate's ad hoc committee, 
proposed to the MUB Board that d • t 
TOSNOM and Isos be allowed to prove 1ncorrec 
share the office now occupied 1by 
the Women's Center. · 
"They (the MU~ Board) didn't ' By Debbie Lukackso 
f h The UNH department of 
buy it," said Lisa Palley O t e Institutional Research has 
Women's Center, "so that was 
nice." complied a listing of the grade 
Jini Rizzo, a member of Isos, point averages of the various 
· • h · ( h MUB B d) dorms on campus. saLd 't eir t e oar However, this data is inaccurate, 
minds were pretty much made up and no one in the Registrar or 1 
before they even went in there.,, Housing offices can explain the 
Palley agr~ed. "We almost -~ 
· h k t inaccuracies. . The numoc:n 01 
didn't ave to ma e any statemen s students used does not reflect the 
in our benefit," she said. 
Student Body President-elect number of students living in each 
Bob Coates said the MUB Board dorm. In most cases the sample 
didn't give enough weight to the used was lower than the actual 
fact that TOSNOM was, and Isos number of dorm residents. 
soon would be. Student Activity -- Sue Ross, a data analyst for the 
Student GPA A Sample Used B Actual Number of Residents 
Dorm A B GPA A a· GPA 
Scott 86 122 2.942 Smith 309 83 2.709 
Fairchild 98 2.900 Highland House 32 2.725 
Williamson 32 450 2.849 Congreve 174 2.730 
Devine 140 236 2.84 RAnda/l 101 156 2.701 
Hitchcock 101 2.827 Hetzel 105 2.691 
Jessie Doe 67 133 2.818 Hunter 57 119 2.682 
Eaton House 38 2.816 Stoke 205 2.674 
Hubbard 157 210 2.793 Lord 89 118 2.646 
EnJ{lehardt . 50 116 2.792 Alexander 66 2.632 
Mclauvhlin 92 135 2.787 Sawyer 79 130 2.631 
Hall House 32 2.777 Gibbs 58 2.538 
Sacket House 31 2.765 Marston House 27 2.508 
Christensen 213 484 2.748 Huddleston 8 43 2.417 
~ichardsonHouse 30 2.745 
research department, said that the 
information can be compiled for 
anyone in the university. 
The latest data was compiled in . 
June, 1979 but there is no 
information in the file as to who 
requested this information. 
"Usually there is a note in the file 
stating who requested this 
information to be compiled," Ross 
said. "There isn't one in this file so I 
can't be sure who requested this 
information." 
Ross said that last week she 
received a call from someone in the 
Student Activities Office in the 
Memorial Union Building 
requesting some of this 
information. However, ho one in 
that office would reply as to 
whether they requested this 
information. 
Ross also said that often 
someone in the Housing Office will 
request this type of information. 
Housing said they had n<> idea 
what all of this information was for 
and that the registrar's office 
would know what this information, 
would be used for. However, no 
GPA, page 7 
Students feel "on top of the world" while celebrating Earth Day. (Jonathan Blake photo) 
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Ho..t' much is that ~oggy_~ the window ? 
NursiQ,g students 
to gef new lab . 
By Deobie Lukacsko 
. A new resource laboratory will 
be added to the Nursing 
Department because of a $489,000 
three'year grant received from the 
Public Health Service of the 
Deaprtment of, Health, Education 
·  and Welfare. 
In addition to this money, the 
department received a $65,000 
from the Helene Fuld Health 
Trust. This is the first time that the 
trust fund will be used other than 
for grants given to diploma 
nursing programs. 
stuaents, while the present lab can 
only accommodate 10-12. · 
"The money will mainly be used 
for increasing our eequipment," 
said Gwenyth Gerhard, who is in 
charge of the present facility. 
"Mainly we '11 be purchasing new 
beds, cardiac monitors, and hiring 
a teaching assistant. 
She says" Everyone is psychic" 
The present resource laboratory 
for nursing education is located in 
the basement of DeMeritt House. 
The problems with having the lab 
there include high noise levels from 
Garrison A venue, lack of privacy, 
lack of sufficient equipment and 
personnel, and extremely crowded 
conditions. 
The new facilities will include 
eight hospital beds, a complex 
cardiac system, which will 
monitor, teach arrhythmia 
training, and' cardiac crisis. Also 
there will be a quiet carrel for 
independent studying, a seminar 
room for small classes, 
demonstration skills and expected 
competencies, and allow a place 
for review of learning films, video 
programs, and tapes. There will 
also be office space purchased for 
the faculty. Examination table-s 
will be purchased for conducting 
physical assessments. Scrub-sink 
areas will provide a hospital 
environemnt and aid in the 
teaching of antiseptic techniques. 
By Art Illman 
grandparents home. 
Psychic Emma Russell informed 
_and_ entertained 23 para-
psychology enthusiasts Tuesday 
"Everyone does have ESP," . 
communication. The inner mind 
picks up information through 
pictures, opposed to the rational 
mind which relies on words," -
The first year a ward of $217,000 
will be used in remodeling a space 
in Hewitt Hall. The former Photo 
Service area will become the new 
laboratory site. 
The new laboratory will allow 
for better teaching methods for the 
Nursing Dt?aprtment and will also 
enable them to admit more 
students to the nursing program. 
· night in the Grafton Room of the 
MUB, sponsored by The 
Organzation for the Study of the 
Nature of the Man (TOSNOM). 
Russell said. "I've learned to 
gevelop it __ c\JI.ttle_ better than most · 
Russell said. 
"Place your feet on the floor 
firmly and relax ~s completely as 
possible, close your eyes," she said. 
The new site will have more 
room than the existing laboratory. 
Russell, who teaches courses in 
parapsychology at the Merrimack-
Vahey College, has been a psychic" 
au ner me. tu me age 01 nve sne 1e1t 
but through training anyone can 
learn. ESP is simply the gathering 
of information without the use of 
the five senses. 
·During a thirty second period of 
silence Russell transmitted colors 
and objects from a photograph 
that was concealed from the 
- The new lab will accommodate 50 
Students experience 
handicapped living 
After 15 minutes of ESP history, 
Russell led the audience in a 
telepathy experiment . . audience's view. 
The · image of a black tree 
without leaves and a skeleton 
"presences" in the attic of her "Telepathy is mind to mind 
• · popped into my head. 
"Open your eyes," Russell said. 
"Would anvone like to share what 
they saw?" 
Eight people said they saw the 
colors red and orange. The 
woman seated next to me said she 
saw a tree by the ocean, then I said 
"a black tree." Russell revealed the 
photo. It was of a clump of black 
trees silhouetted· against a body of 
water and a red-orange sunset. The 
trees were remarkably similar to 
the image that flashed through my 
mind. 
A second experiment brought 
replies from several of the 
_participants: "a sad boy" and a 
"crying child." The photograph 
was of a sad basset hound. The 
audience was amazed. 
"Mental telepathy is easier to 
achieve in an altered state of 
consciousness," Russell said. "If 
you are relaxed, the transfer of 
information is more complete. 
Distance doesn't matter. Practice 
with a friend over a distance. 
Specify a time and practice sending 
and receiving messages using 
images and colors. Words tend to 
block information but do go 
through. Tariot cards and playing 
cards are tools to develop ESP." 
Russell claims she can turn her 
paranormal powers on or off at· 
will. "There are professional ethics 
involved," she said. 
By• Debbie Lukacsko 
Handicapped Awareness Day 
was held on Thursday in the 
Memorial Union Building, so that 
students could become more aware 
of the problems that h~ndicapped 
people face, especially those 
attending the University. 
The program was co-ordinated 
by the occupational therapy (OT) 
students and and Alice Crow, : 
coordinator of handicapped ser-
vices. It consisted of students being 
able to ride in a wheel-chair 
around the campus, a display of 
handicapped aids that are used 
daily by handi-capped people, and 
films about problems faced by the 
handi-capped. 
"We have ten wheelchairs that 
are being used by the students," 
said Debbie Pinet, a junior OT 
major who was working at the 
program. "The people sign up for a 
wheelchair and are given an escort 
to help them around campus." 
"At first we were getting a lot of 
men signing up for a wheelchair, 
but now there are abOJJt 50 percent 
men and wgmen who_ are using 
the chairs," Pinet said. "We are 
also getting a lot of younger kids, 
about seven years old, who want to 
try the wheelchairs and go up in the 
hvdrolic-lift into the van which 
Camp Allen is letting us use." 
down the hill in front of the MUB, 
down Main Street, up the road by 
Kappa Sigma, up the hill leading 
to the MUB, under the back ramp 
to the MUB, through the woods 
and up the hill by Hamilton Smith, 
and finally back to the MUB. 
"The total time needed to 
complete this trail was about a half 
hour for the guys and fort~""--- -~ 
minutes for the girls," said Pinet. 
"When everyone comes back, 
they complain about how tired 
they are and how sore their arms 
have become," said Pi net. 
"Imagine how tired the real 
handicapped person becomes 
when they do this everyday." 
"It's really hard to get over the 
cracks in the sidewalks and up the 
hills," said Carolyn Madden, a 
freshman who participated in the 
wheelchair event. "The angles that 
some of the obstacles occur at 
caused the chair to go out of 
control in a few spots." 
"My muscles are really sore and 
my arms hurt," said Madden. "I 
never realized how difficult a 
wheelchair is to use. They look so 
easy, like there's no effort 
involved." 
"It's a real eye opener," said 
Mary Hammond, a junior pre-med 
major, who also helped in the 
wheelchair event. "People keep 
coming and saying that they didn't 
know it was going to be so hard." 
Psychic Emma Russell explains the process of EB? 
·Tuesday night (Lisa Sieder photo). 
· In reference to the Iran crisis, 
Russell believes that as soon as the 
hostages were seized at tb.e 
TOSNOM, page 6 
There are two trails that were set 
up for the 'handicapped' people to 
use. The trail that was used the 
most was the expert trail. It went 
The wheelchairs that were used 
were donated by the Manchester 
_ Handicap, page 16 
Extra meals remain 
The Dining Services' computer shows many 35 meal 
cards issued last semester or earlier this semester with one 
or more'" meals remaining. 
Stjldents wishing to check their meal balance should 
phone 2-1821 and report their dining card account 
numbers. All dining cards expire at the end of Semester 
II. 
Course offered 
Blackberry Falls is a facet ·of a computer simulation 
developed at UN H to teach newly elected town offtcials, 
students and others how to run their towns more 
effectiv;ly by helping them to understand town decision-
making processes. 
The "Blackberry Falls town government game" is a 
four-session short course, open without charge, to 
anyone interested in small town government. Registrants 
shouid pian to purchase a piayer·s manuai for $4.50 from 
tne msuuctor. 
The course will be offered from 7 to 10 p.m. Tuesdays, 
May 6, 13, 20, and 27. Persons interested in participating 
should call the UNH Computer Services office at 862-
~ .~ 3517: ~~t~ce registration•i~ requested'. ·' '>., · , .·: , 
News · Briefs 
Scholarshjp fund 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Cushing have established a 
scholarship fund in memory of their son, William T. 
Cushing" who died in an auto accident in December 1978, 
while a treshmaflEconomics major at UNH. 
The scholarships will be awarded beginning this fall on 
the -basis of academic achievement and personal 
leadership. Recipients·are not limited to any field of study 
and must maintain a college grade average of B or above. 
First preference for awards of the scholarship will be 
given to students from Franklin High Schoo( in 
Franklin, N.H., where the Cushings are originally 1! J m. 
' Mr. Cushing is a member of the Class of 1952. Mr. 
Cushing is president of Almet Inc. of Bernardsville, N .J ., 
a division of Allegheny Ludlum Industries Inc. 
Passengers meet 
The New Hampshire . Association of Railroad 
Passengers will hold a meeting on Tuesday, May 6, at 
7:30 p.m. in the Alumni room of New Hampshire Hall. 
Dr. Samuel Stokes will discuss energy conservation and 
the possibility of expanded passenger rail service from 
Boston,to Portland. Maine with stops at~l>utham_ • 
Merchants hold fair 
Durham merchants will sponsor Expo '80, May 2 and 
3. This year, in addition to sidewalk bargains both on 
Main Street and_ in the sh<;>pping center, b.ooths for arts, 
cratts, mformattonal services and food will be allocated 
in all stoies. 
There i-. no charge for booth space and it will be 
assigned on a "first come" basis. Individuals or 
organizat.ions desiring a booth location on Main Street 
should call Jackie Strauss at "The Outback" 868-7027, 
and for a shopping center location, call John Turgeon at 
Dover Federal Savings and Loan, 868-1111. 
Reservaiions should be made by April ·25. Additional 
information may be outlined by calling Barbara Carr, 
President of the Durham Merchants Association at 868-
7363. 
The weather 
There will be no sunshine on 
this part of the earth today, according to the National 
Weather. Service. Raincoats may be necessary and it 
unlikely tt:mperatures will surpass 60 . 
Friday night a partly cloudy sky will obscure millions 
of other solar systems. A three quarter moon will be 
visible, however. Fifty percent chance of achieving 
wetness. Lows will be around 140. 
, Saturday will be more o the same. . , , .. , .-, •i b)(Jl:' , 
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Ms . .Steinem remembers ... 
By Laura Flynn 
Theodore Roosevelt might 
have said~ · .. she speaks softly but 
carries a big stick . ., 
Such 1s the essence of Gloria 
Steinem, leading feminist in the 
women's movement and Editor of 
Ms. Magazine. She is a brilliant 
blending of softness and strength, 
a woman who speaks of women's 
liberation and radical changes with 
the controlled calm of a hypnotist 
mesmerizing a patient. 
Steinem sat in Pistachio's Cafe 
thirty minutes before her speech 
Tuesday night, spooning 
Dannon's Dutch Apple yogurt, 
(purchased, reluctantly, over a 
chocolate-chip cookie), sipping 
coffee, and watching more than 
700 people line up outside the 
Granite State Room where she 
would speak. 
"Now, what are these people 
waiting for?" she asked, pointing 
to the snake-like line. She giggled 
in surprise when told "they're 
waiting to see you.' 
Dressed casually in a pastel 
floral blouse and tan slacks, 
Steinem was unavoidably 
conspicuous amid the UNH crowct 
because of her physical 
trademarks-the dark aviator 
glasses and her shoulder length 
hair, streaked with dozens of 
colors ranging from dark brown to 
silver. 
She smiled unpretentiously, and 
Steinelll talks on 
• • sexism, racism 
By Margo Hagopian 
Gloria Steinem, editor of Ms. 
magazine and feminist leader, 
urged women and minorities not to 
blindly accept the present social 
and political structures, and 
advocated a system which "does 
not determine human futures on 
the basis of sex and race." -
The lecture, presented by 
MUSO, on Sexism and Racism, 
was held Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the 
Granite State Room of the MUB. 
The audience of approximately 
600 people was largely female. 
The crowd applauded loudly 
upon Steinem's entrance. 
"The power structure that 
exists," Steinem said, "based on 
the twin caste system of sex and 
race, is simply very unjust and 
nonsensical; and when you start to 
challenge it you discover that there 
are, as your reward, very big and' 
mind-blowing insights." 
Steinem said the feminist 
movement has challenged the 
accepted "logical" assumptions of 
our "patriarchal" structure, such 
as women being held responsible 
for the care of children. 
"The first assumption was 
always that ifa woman spent a year 
bearing and nurturing a child, then 
she must be responsible for taking 
care of that child," Steinem said, 
"but since children have two 
parents, well then why aren't men 
as responsible for taking care of 
the children that much more than 
half the time? Logic is in the eyes of 
the logician." 
Steinem said women are feeling 
a new sense of accomplishment 
from working outside the home 
and becoming professionals. 
Before the wave of feminism, she 
said women felt they had to marry 
a man in the profession they liked 
deriving their identity from his 
work. 
"You might say," she said; "that 
we 're becoming the men we wanted 
to marry." 
Quoting Margaret Meade, 
Steinem said that widowhood used 
to be the only way to power for 
a woman. "Then and only then 
were you allowed to be honored in 
authority," she said. "This may 
c.-ePPm hi7~rre. hut in fact there have 
Steinem, page 5 
spoke with the anxious students 
who, spotting her before the show, 
approached to shake her hand or 
just get a closer look. Here, and in 
the car · ride up from Logan 
Airport, she talked of the Women's 
Movement in the past and the 
changes she foresees for the future, 
and in between, she asked as many 
questions about UNH as were 
asked of her. She seemed 
particularly interested in the 
Women's Center controversy and 
focused on the lack of books 
written by men in the Center's 
library. 
"If it were a Black student 
center, no one would object to 
there being only Black writers, and 
in fact, it could be a strength to the 
Center because you'd be 
presenting a culture by people who 
had ex.oerienced it." she said. "It's 
not that there are not men who are 
feminists. Of course there are, and 
there are many men who are better 
feminists than women. But it's very 
difficult to find a man who knows 
what it's like to walk around 
female for twenty years. To 
demand books written by men is 
like demanding books wntten 6y 
White people and I don't 10111.11. aL 
this moment it's a valid demand." 
Steinem recalled her own college 
days at Smith where she went , as 
the story goes, after her mother 
sold their house to get enough 
money to send her there. 
"I went to college in the fifties 
which was a very conservative 
time," she remembered. "I mean, 
when I went to Smith they were 
still bragging in the catalog that 
they had four times more male 
faculty than female faculty because 
it would make it sound more 
serious and attractive." 
Though she managed to find 
some feminist books in the Smith 
library, Steinem felt the focus of 
her education was to "educate 
women so w~ would have educated 
mothers," and she noted that the 
B.A. degree she received in 
Government did "almost nothing" 
to help her pursue her career. 
"I don't mean this to sound 
Remembers, page 9 
. UNH celebrates the, earth 
By Linda Burkhardt 
-Earth Day last Tuesday was 
held despite the sunny, cold, rainy, 
and snowy weather. Typical New 
Hampshire spring day. 
This week is Earth Week's tenth 
·~- ~ -·-· . 
anniversary and each day there 
were activities planned to keep the 
celebration going. 
The Students for Recycling 
sp6nsored the events and the 
Student Senate funded the 
celebration. It's main focus was to 
Skateboarding student celebrates Earth Day (Ned 
Finkel photo). 
get the public aware that there are 
problems in the environment but 
there's still time to correct them. 
Nancy Hirshberg,one of the 
sponsors said,"One of my favorite 
auotes from Doctor Seuss 
The Lorax 'Unless someone like 
you cares a whole awful lot 
nothing is going to get better it's 
not.' That's what this is all about. 
It's pased the point of action. It's 
ridiculous that we've got a polluted 
stream running right through 
campus. How many people have 
actually done something a week 
ago or a month ago? Now ·is the 
time to celebrate and a time to get 
really angry , so angry that you do 
something." 
The flute and guitarduo"Do'a," 
started off the music for the day 
followed by Cahoots, then Bill 
Morrissey. Frisbees were tossed 
around and kids could be found 
rolling on the huge Earthball. 
Whiie Do'a was performing, 
snow was falling in back of and to 
the side of them. 
Bob Coates, Student Body 
President-elect, who turned up for 
the festivities, said, "I think it is 
great. It's the type of thing that the 
student senate should be funding 
more often." 
Police officer Robert Prince 
said, "I thought that the whole 
thing was well organized. There 
have been no problems so far. It's 
too bad that the weather wasn't 
warmer." 
One enthusiastic participant 
exclaimed "Like wow man, life's a 
~gas! Speaking about gas we're 
running on empty." 
·nm Morrissey who managed to 
drag himself from the T.V. show 
"Rhoda', ended the show with a 
song, "I Wanna Go To Art 
School." 
tiloria ·steinem speaks on the feminist movement 
Tuesday night in the Granite State Room ( Chris Hart · 
photo). 
The bosses give 
roses and candy 
By Barbara Stevens School of Business and 
Economics, the Civil Engineering, 
"We11 all have flowers on our and Ancient and Modern 
desks," said Muriel Kanecht, Languages: 
executive secretary to the Many bosses took their 
President, yesterday. Kanecht secretaries to lunch or breakfast at 
accurately described the desks of the New England Center, where 
se<it'taries in most University each secretary was given a 
offices yesterday, April 23 on . carnatio~. Cigars were available 
National Secretary's Day. for male secretaries. Two hundred 
National Secretary's Day was carnations, and one hundred 
started by the National Secretary cigars were given out yesterday, 
Association (NSA) which was according to Olga Guillen, the 
founded in 1942. Kanecht, who is receptionist at the New England 
president of the Seacoast chapter Center. "Lunch" she added, "was 
of the NSA said the idea of totaly booked." 
secretary's day is for bosses to The English department did not 
"recognize the profession of observe National Secretary's Day. 
secretary as a vital part of an office "With pre-registration going on? 
team. She's not a gofer or a Gal Are you kidding?" said .Sandy 
Friday, but a very vital part of an Allen a secretary in the 
administration," Kanecht said. department. 
Bouquets, bud-vases, and candy Desks in the Dean of Liberal 
decorated the desks of secretaries Arts office were equally bare. 
in the office of the Preside,nt, the _When asked if he knew it was 
Graduate School, the Whittemore .-.secretary, page 5 
Wood picked for 
fire lieutenant 
By Laura Meade 
Last Friday, Chief Jonathan 
Greenawalt announced the 
selection of Robert P. Wood as 
the new lieutenant of the 
Durham/ UNH Fire Depart-
ment. Wood, 27, has been 
acting lieutenant since the 
October resignation of Lt. 
James Breslin, and has been 
with the Durham / UNH 
department since December, 
1973. 
"I've been ~orking towards · 
this position for some time," 
Wood said. "There's a lot of 
things I'd like to do. The 
change in position (from 
firefighter to lieutenant) is quite 
an additional responsibility." 
Wood, who is single, lives in 
Lee · with this brother, Sgt. 
Lloyd Wood of the UNH Police 
Department. Both Wood 
brothers are active members of 
the Durham Ambulance Corps.-
Over the past month, Wood 
. and eight · other applicants 
underwent written, oral and 
performance examinations, 
Greenawalt explained. Eight 
candidates passed the written 
exam, and four passed the oral 
the chief said. The four finalists 
for the lieutenant's position 
Lieutenant, page 18 
) 
~ 
. Robert P . Wood checks fire . 
truck's contols (Laura Meade 
photo). 
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MUSO hires quality, 
makes larger profit 
By Todd Balf 
In contrast to past presidents at 
MUSO Brian Ray has combined 
extensive programming with a 
conservative spending. Through 
Ray's prodding concern in the 
budget, MUSO will break even 
this year, and possibly even have a 
slight surplus. According to Ray 
this has been one of his overriding 
goals as president, and he feels his 
previous position as business 
manager has aided his efforts to 
"stretch .. the budget. Like Ray, the 
newly elected MUSO president 
Jon Fines was this year's business 
manager, and it seems inevitable 
that he will represent another 
business oriented approach to 
MUSO. 
Ray feels one of the reasons that 
MUSO has dug itself out of debt is 
their relatively new policy of 
programming large events. 
"We decided to use our money 
on a lot of large events instead of a 
lot of small events, that way we are 
using our subsidy for the greatest 
number of people," Ray said. 
Ian Wilson, student trustee, and 
former MUSO president feels this 
policy is a dangerous precedent. 
"Although I have not been 
associated with MUSO for two full 
years I know for a fact that there's 
been a lot more pressure for 
commercial films. I disagree with 
trying to appeal to the masses. 
They have an obligation as the 
primary programming organiza-
tion to introduce students to 
different forms of arts and 
entertainment and not all will have 
mass appeal. MUSO should not be 
run like a conglomerate," he said. 
Film Director Lori Mentor 
stressed the need for increased 
programming. "MUSO main-
tained the status quo considering 
the budget. I recognize it's hard to 
bring in as much programming 
because of inflation, but there 
could have been more," she said. 
Incoming MUSO president 
Fines will have a substantially 
increased budget in the 1980-81 
year which should make a ctent m 
some of MUSO's perennial 
problems. The SAF subsidy of 
$46,550.00, a $1,000.00 j.n~rease 
over this past year's budget should 
be helpful according to Ray in 
dealing with the inflationary 
factor. 
Ray explained the difficulties 
involved with booking quality 
lecturers and concerts when there 
has been no substantial increase in 
MUSO's subsidy until this year 
and added that the present 
accomoaaiions In Che MUB are far 
from satisfactory. 
"The facilities need to be 
changed," he said. "The building is 
out of date, and the availability of 
rooms is a constant problem. 
There's a lot of things which could 
be done with the art program, such 
as dance troupes, but there are just 
no rooms." 
The biggest change and a major . 
source of disappointment to many 
in MUSO's 80-8 l format will be 
the absence of it's concert series. 
The move giving SCOPE sole 
power to book concert dates has 
met criticism within MUSO yet 
there has been little feeling of 
animosity for the SCOPE 
organization. 
Ray feels a complete SCOPE-
MUSO merger would hate meant 
a more efficiently run organiza-
tion. 
"Two autonomous organiza-
tions working out of separate 
VALUABLE COUPON-Clip and saw 
l Free KODAK Col 
4forthe 
price of 3. 
Share the good times in pictures 
with your friends and family. Just 
bring in this coupon with your favorite Kodacolor 
£ilm ncgativ<.>s. and we"ll have Kodak make four 
same-si1.e color prints for the price of 1hrec. 
You 11 get one FREE! Stop in today for 
complete details. Offer ends May 14. 1980. 
TOWN and CAMPUS 
868-9661 
----+ ____ . ___ VAI..UABl1:COl,1'0N4.."'tii>~nd-.."•' _____________ _ 
offices will create more confusion 
and conflict, and the enchsnge of 
information that should occur 
won't," he said. 
with the poss_ibility · of poor 
leadership, the concert series could 
be severely weakened, and the 
students would bear the brunt of it. 
Wilson also felt that the more 
culturally-oriented MUSO concert 
series would be sorely missed. 
Chris Mott, concert director, 
emphasized the cooperation 
between MUSO and SCOPE, and 
the desperate need for change 
concerning the concert series. 
MUB Pub programming. It's a 
mind field of problems," Wilson 
said . . Wil.sol) said his -concerns 
stemmed. from its . "narrow 
p·rogq1mming': potential and the 
''cafeteria atmosphere.•• 
Besides the questionable 
undertaking of the Pub is MUSO's 
bottom floor expansion. It is the 
hope of MUSO representatives 
that by closing the women's 
bathroom across from The New 
Hampshire office there will be 
added space for a common ,dark 
room. This proposal is now under 
consideration by the MUB Board 
of Governors. 
These expansion moves seem to 
ensure a difficult though 
promising future for the new staff. 
The lecture series which was 
originally meant to compete at the 
same level with the • Saul Sidore 
Lecture series has f alien far short 
according to Wilson. 
"The intention of the lecture 
. series when we developed it was to 
MUSO, page 17 
'"There has never been any 
hostility over this whole issue. I 
disagree with the other points of 
view and arguments, but 
something had to be done and this 
is going to be better than before,•• 
he said. 
Committee meeting 
set to examine UNH 
The transition of leadership still 
under the auspices of this past 
year's directors has begun on a 
highly optimistic note. Next year's 
organization heads drew nothing 
but raves from the outgoing 
directors, and with an increased 
buugcl lhc fulu1c luuk3 b1i5ht. Dut 
MUSO has also tackled some new 
and precarious responsibilities. 
The acquisition of programming 
in the MUB Pub has brought 
mixed reviews. Mott and Ray have 
directed their efforts for nearly two 
years i~ order to obtain use of Lhe 
Pub. They both claim to have the 
creative ideas and ingenuity to 
overcome the Pub's handicaps 
such as it's cafeteria atmosphere, 
and the ever present Rick Bean. 
"The MUB Pub is a really 
central place, and there is so much 
that can be done like Mime groups, 
puppet groups, but it just has never 
been marketed well. It should help 
in terms of programming, a 
reduction of conflicts, and the 
ability to compete with the 
Franklin," said Mott. Mott added 
that the funds for the 
appropriation of such changes 
were under consideration by the 
Board of Governors. · 
Wilson and Mentor were not as · 
enthusiastic. 
"It's a can of worms," remarked 
Mentor. Wilson chimed in his 
agreement. 
"If I was in Brian's shoes, I'd 
have been wary to get i_nvolved in 
By Randy Blossom 
The State University Systems 
Study Committee (SUSSC) will 
meet April 29th with UNH 
students and faculty to discuss the 
overall owrkings of the University 
system. · 
The committee of E'ight 
members, three from the N.H. 
Senate and five from the House of 
Representatives, will meet with 
interested students and faculty 
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. in the Hetzel 
room of the Alumni Center, 
Headed by N.H. Representative 
Arthur Tufts of Exeter, the 
committee was established by the 
Legislature to examine the goals, 
purposes, organization and 
financing of the UNH system, and 
to evaluate and make recommen-
dations relative to the four coleges 
of the university system including 
Keene, Plymouth, Durham, and 
the Merrimack Valley branch. 
The committee would like to 
hear from all interested students, 
particularly commuter students-
both those who were present at the 
first Durham meeting and any 
others who wish to express their 
opinions on commuter life. 
"We think the commuters 
represent a substantial block of 
UNH students and we would like 
to hear from more of them," said 
Chairman Tufts. 
"This is a study committee; we 're 
looking for information. It is not 
conducted like a legislative 
Student's Rental 
Luxury Apartment in Dover. Close to the 
Hospital. 2 large rooms. Study room, kitchen, 
and full bath. Wall to wall carpeting. Larg 
backyard. Parking off ~treet. for 2 or 3 persons. 
$2,250 per semester. For appointment call -
868-5542. Ask for Nick. 
hearing. We're simply asking for 
information about what works and 
what doesn't. We warit to talk to 
students and faculty and see what 
surfaces," Tufts added. 
The first Durham meeting of the 
SUSSC was held at the Alumni 
Ct"ntE'r on Fehnrnry 1? , lQRO . The 
committee met first with · 
representatives of the administra-
tion of the University including 
Interim President Jere Chase, 
Chancellor Bruce Poulton, Liberal 
Arts Dean Allan Spitz, and others. 
The discussion centered on the 
long-range plans of the University, 
particularly the eight year plan, 
which involves projects for which 
the Legislature has provided 
planning funds. They include: 
-an addition to the field house 
to meet requirements imposed by 
Title IX, as well as to cope with 
growth in athietics. 
-renovation of Hood House to 
meet health standards, life-safety 
codes, and to cope with growth. 
--Renovation and new 
construction to make better use of 
the campus as it meets educational 
needs in health studies. 
-Upgrading and repairing of the 
Universit's heating svstem to 
conserve energy and~ to gam 
control of the distribution of heat. 
-cooperating with surrounding 
towns in the incineration of trash. 
The committee also addressed 
the problems of housing, both on 
and off-campus, the search for a 
satisfactory site for a new fire 
station, and the possibilit~• of 
expanding the New England 
Center to permit larger 
conferences which would make the 
center a better paying proposition. 
The $20 mandatory health fee at 
Hood House was explained by the 
administrators as necessary to 
_ meet operating coasts. Expanded 
services are needed, they said, 
which require a broader base of 
financial support than would exist 
if students were allowed to elect to 
Committee, page 18 
:VOU'VE JUST BEEN ARRESTED""'" WHAT SHOULD YOU DO? 
The student legal services office makes the following recommendations 
in order to fully protect your rights in the event you are arrested. 
The police, at the time of your arrest, should have reasonable grounds for 
placing you under arrest. Bear in mind that you are not required to prove 
your innocence - rather, the State has the burden of proving your guilt. The 
law requires that you be read your rights as they are spelled out in the so-
called Miranda warning, which are as follows: 
· YOU HA VE THE RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT. 
-ANV STATEMENTS THAT YOU MAY MAKE CAN AND WILL BE 
H.c.LD AGAINST YOU. 
- IF YOU HAVE BEEN ARRESTED FOR A MISDEMEANOR OR A 
FELONY, BEFORE YOU MAKE ANY STATEMENT, YOU ARE 
ENTITLED TO THE ADVICE OF AN ATTORNEY AND, IF YOU 
ARE UNABLE TO AFFORD ONE, ONE WILL BE APPOINTED FOR 
YOU, AT NO EXPENSE TO YOU. ' 
- YOU HA VE THE RIGHT TO EXPEND THE QUESTIONING AT ANY 
TIME AND TO MI\KE NO FURTHER STATEMENTS. 
- YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO MAKE ONE TELEPHONE CALL. 
It is important to understand and exercise these reghts, whether or not you are advised of 
them by the arresting officer. Therefore, it is not advisable to make any statements to the 
police until you have consulted with an attorney. 
If you have been arrested for a misdemeanor, you probably will be released without having to 
post cash bail, especially if you are a resident of the State of New hampshire. However, you 
may be required to pay a nominal fee to a bail commissioner in the event you are released upon 
personal recognizance. 
If you have been arrested for a felony, you should contact an attorney immediately to discuss 
the circumstances of your arrest, to arrange for your release, and to arrange for the setting of a 
fair and reasonable bail. 
In an)! case, you should contact an attorney as soon as possible following your arrest to obtain 
sound legal advice. Do not wait until the day you are to appear in Court or shortly before that 
time to seek the assistance of a lawyer. It is highly unlikely that an attorney will be available on 
such short notice. All fulltime UNH students who have paid their Student Activity Fee are en-
titled to a free initial consultation, as provided in the legal Services contract. If you have any 
questions or would like to make an appointment to consult the attorneys for advice on any legal 
matter, please contact on of the student interns at the following location: · 
Student Legal Services 
Room 131, MUB 
862-1712 
Hours : 9:00a.m. -5:00p.m. Monday-Friday 
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Secretary WSBE said, "We got flowers and initial
ly get there by inheriting the 
candy and all that ·kind of stuff." seat from their husbands." 
"We each got three ·oouquets of Stdnem added that the feminists 
continued from page 3 flowers," sai~ a secretary in the have challenged the id
ea that there 
Civil Engineering department. . is a Black matriarchy in this 
"The faculty and students are country, and the economically 
National Secretary's Day, wonderful here." based notion that White women 
Associate Dean Melville Nielson Sue Goulet, who works at the control the economy. By removing 
replied, "Oh my God, is that Red Carpet Flower and Gift Shop these veils, Steinem said it will be 
right?" The secretaries in that in Durham described the shop as possible to look at the reality of 
office were reticent. very busy with customers buying women's powerlessness. 
Most secretaries seemed pleased flower arrangements, plants and An example of this powerless-
with the day. "It's nice to be bud-vases for their secretaries. ness can be seen in the military. 
recognized," said the secretary in Goulet said everyone who came "I looked up the definition of 
the Language department, who into the store seemed in a good combat zone and combat jobs," 
had a rose and a carnation next to mood and "They remembered Steinem said, "and it suddenly 
her typewriter. . their secretaries." becomes very clear that women 
Jean Dyer, a secretary m the have ·the opportunity to work in 
Graduate School, who was taken s • combat zones as nurses and 
to lunch by her boss, and received telfi eDl communications officers. 'In other 
roses said, "I think it's great. words, you can be shot at; you just 
Everybody should recognize it." continued from page 3 can't shoot back ... Perhaps it's just 
The secretaries in the that they don't want to teach us 
Admissions Office celebrated only recently be~n any women in how to shoot and to fight back. I 
with a cake, and the secretary in the Senate or Congr~ss who didn't mean, what would really happen if 
~-******************************** au tne rape victims, an<1 t>attere<1 ** AUCTION ** women, and poorly paid waitresses knew a few military skills?" 
* * Steinem said she did not think * * he draft was necessary for women * The University of New Hampshire will be holding a* or men. She added that "if more 
:public aucton on April 26, 1980. Items to be ~uctioned in-! women were in the decision 
*elude Veh icles (vans, sedans, trucks) bicycles and* making positions 
that we wpuld 
not get Mylai massacre~ and we 
*miscellaneous surplus property. * would not get people who would * , * press the button to prove their ! Time of auction for vehicles, bicycles and miscellaneous! masculinity." 
d b h Id S · G On the issue of the UNH *items will start at 10:00 a.m., an e e at ervzce arage* Women's Center, Steinem said 
!on R!E. 4, Durham. ; hat a Women's Center that * . * stocked books about and by * All items to be auctioned will be available for viewing on* women : is meeting its responsibili-* April 25 and prior to the auction on April 26. * ties. * * "Men who would be going to the * * Women's Center presumably * A ten percent deposit ( cashier's check or cash) will be* would not be going there to read · * required on all sales over $100 with the balance due within ~* something they could find in the * calendar days. If not claimed within that time _th~ deposit; library. Men would be going there ** will be fo-'eited. All sales under $100 to be paid in full at* to find out what it feels like to walk 
'1' around female for 20 years in a ** time of sale. ; patriarchy. It's hard to find men_ 
who can write like that." ! A listing of all items to be auctioned will be available at! Steinem said that when * the Div. of PPO&M, Service Building and at the Purchasing* feminists challenge traditionally 
l * accepted points of view they * Office, . Leavitt Service Center after Apri 23, 1980, * experience ridicule, JMimiliation, 
~*******************************>&~ violence, and uncertainty, but she said that "the reward offinding out 
Roundtrip from 
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State ________ Zip, _______ _ 
who we are is too great; there can 
be no turning back." 
We're looking for energetic and ' · 
ambitious people to work at a 
recreational facility in Southern 
New Hampshire. Positions available 
in pool, gym, out door, craftsroom 
and more!! Work-study. Contact 
Mr. Skanes at 883-()523 
---------------, I I 
I ATTENTION WORK · I 
I STUDY STUDENTS l 
: I 
IPlan for your fall job now: I 
!Special services is hiring forl 
!September tutor/counselor1 lpositions. Tutor/counselors1 
lprovide study skills assistan- 1 
1 ce and personal advising to 1 
1 non-traditional UNH studen-1 
its. Must be a commit-I 
1 ted/ caring person interested I 
I in academics who will be a I 
I sophomore or junior by Fall l 
I 19so. "Good" GPA required1 I along with work study status. 1 l Apply at Special Services, 1 
1 Robinson House by April 28.. 1 ----------------· 
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION & 
PLANNING PROGRAM 
ANNOUNCES A 
NEW SUMMER COURSE 
HAP 600F Special Topic: 
"ETHICAL ISSUES IN 
HEALTH CARE" 
4 credits 
DATES: May 19 • June 27 
' TIME: Monday & Wednesday 
6:00 -8:30 PM 
LOCATION: Hewltt212 
CREF NO: 2577 
PREREQUISITES: none 
INSTRUCTOR: Dr. Marc D. HIiier 
REGISTRATION THROUGH THE 
OMSIONOF 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
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Campus Calend 
FRIDAY, Aprll 25 
EARTH WEEK: "Day of the Coast." The Sierra Club 
representative will speak on Georges Banlc, in the Memorial 
Union, at 1 p.m. Also, fil~s continuously all day long. 
These ,presentations will be held in the Hillsborough-
Sullivan Room and Merrimack Rooms of the Memorial 
Union. · 
INTERNATIONAL WEEK: The events for this day begin 
with a "Symposium on Vietnam," Carroll-Belknap Room, 
Memorial Union, from 1-3 p.m. The symposium is spon-
sored by the International Relations Club. An International 
Social Hour will be held from 3-4:30 p.m. in the Dean of 
Students Office, Huddleston , hall. "Film on the Middle 
East," will be shown in the Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, at 7:30 p.m. Discussion to follow. 
JUNIOR RECITAL: Cindy Garvin, clarinet. Bratton Recital 
Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER PRESENTS: "The Caucasian 
Chalk Circle," the tragicomedy bv Bertolt Brecht. Directed 
by John C. Edwards. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts 
Center, 8 p.m. USNH employees and students/senior 
citizens $3; general admission $4. 
SATURDAY, Aprll 26 
HOME CREW RACE AGAINST AMHERST: Jackson's 
Landing, along Oyster River,. at 10 a.m. (Route 4-
Piscataqua Road, outside Durham). Spectators welcome. 
WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD: Harvard, Lewis Field, 1 
p.m. . 
MEN'S LACROSSE: Massachusetts, Lewis Field, 2 p.m. 
SENIOR RECITAL: Nona Smith, mezzo-soprano. Bratton 
Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m. 
INTERNATIONAL WEEK: International Dinner and Dance, 
featuring Italian cuisine. New England Center, 6 p.m. 
Tickets are available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office at 
$8.50 per person . . 
GOURl\.1ET DINNER II: All tickets sold out. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER PRESENTS: "The Caucasian 
Chalk Circle." Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 
8 p.m. USNH students and employees/senior citizens $3; 
general admission $4. 
TAKE A STAND CARAVAN-JOYFUL NOISE: Come and 
hear this contemporary/ progressive · Christian musical 
group in its only N .H. visit. Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 8 p.m. Fr~ admission. Sponsored by The Way 
Biblical Research and Teaching Center. 
SUNDAY, Aprll 27 
MEN'S BASEBALL: Boston College, Brackett Field, 1 p.m. 
Doubleheader. 
MUSO FILM SERIES: "The African Queen," starring Hum-
phrey Bogart and Katherine Hepburn. Strafford Room, 
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission 75 cents or 
MUSO Film Pass. 
INTERNATIONAL WEEK: The program will con.~lude 
today with international folk singing at Richardson's Inter-
national House, 7;30 p.m. Everyone is invited to par- . 
ticipate. 
CONCERT CHOIR AND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
CONCERT: Cleveland Howard and Mark DeVoto, Direc-
tors. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with "Best of the Oldies," 8 p.m. 
Open to all; 50 cents cover charge. 
MONDAY, Aprll 28 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES-OPENING RECEPTION: 
Carter and Scudder Galleries: "The 1980 Seni-or Bachelor of 
Fine Arts Exhibition." Reception will be held from 5-7 p.m. 
in the Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center. All are 
welcome. Regular gallery hours are as follows: Monday-· 
Thursday, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m. 
Closed Fridays and University holidays. Continues through 
July 3. 
TUESDAY, Aprll 29 
COFFEE HOUR: Come and meet the faculty and students in 
the Social Work department. The faculty will speak about 
their activities both on and off campus; students will discuss 
their field placement services. Carroll Room, Memorial 
Union, 4-6 p.m. Sponsored by the Organization of Student 
Social Workers. 
The New · Hampsliire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 
·of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business 
office hours:Tuesday and Thursday l-3PM, Wednesday and Frid~y 9AM-
2PM. Academic y . ear subscription: $9.00. Third class postage paid at 
Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day, The 
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other 
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a • 
typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: 
send address changes to The New Hampshire,Room 151 MUB, UNH, 
Durham, NH 03824. 11 ,000 copies per issue printed at Courier Publishing 
Co.:Rochester, NH. 
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30 at 7: 30 p.m. in Kendall 202. Little Royal will be 
discussed and new officers elected. Anyone is welcome 
to attend and become involved. -Refreshments will be 
served. · 
DO' A CONCERT: To be held Wednesday, April 30 in the 
Strafford Room of the Memorial Union at 7:30 o.m. The 
oncert is sponsored by the UNH Baha'i Club. Do'a will 
be presenting original compositions reflecting classical, 
jazz, folk, and other influences from around the world. 
Dizzy Gillespie has acclaimed their first album as "one 
of_ the important contributions to the future of our. 
music.'' Admission is $3.00 general and $2.00 with a UNH 
I.D. 
EXHIBITION AND SALE OF ORIGINAL GRAPHIC 
ART: On Monday and Tuesday, May 5 and 6, New 
England Center will sponsor this exhibtion and sale in 
the New England Center Gallery from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
The exhibition will feature original prints by old and 
contemporary masters provided by Marson Galleries of 
Baltimore, Maryland. 
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE LECTURE: Tomie de 
Paola, noted children's book author/illustrator will give 
a free lecture/demonstration on Monday, April 28 in the 
Forum Room of the Library at 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by 
the Literature Committee, Oyster River School District. 
STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP: Sponsored by the 
Counseling and Testing Center. Held every Thursday 
from 12:30-2:30 p.m. in the Counseling and Testing Cen-
ter, Schofield. Focus on relaxation techniques, com-
munication skills, and self awareness. 
COFFEE HOUR: To be sponsored by the Organization 
of Student Social Workers, this Coffee Hour will be held 
on Tuesaay, Apnl 29 trom 4-6 p.m. m tne Carroll .H.oom 
of the Memorial Union. Come and meet the faculty and 
the students in the social work department. The faculty 
will speak about their activities both on and off campus 
and fellow social work students will speak about their 
field placement experiences. Come and be a part of your 
major. 
MEN'S GROUP: Sponsored by the Counseling and 
Testing Center. Held every Monday from 3:30-5:00 p.m. 
in Schofield House, Counseling and Testing center. This 
is an opportunity for men to explore their changing 
roles. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB MEETING: The last 
INDIAN TIPI FIRESIDE: Sponsored by the UNH 
-Baha'i Club. To be held Friday, April 25 at 7:30 in Mad-
~µry (call 742-5074 for directions). This will be an intro--
d~ction to American Indian life, religion, and fireside 
discussion on the Baha'i faith. Tipi is a 16 foot Northern 
Cheyenne Style Lodge. Anyone with interest in the 
American Indian or Baha'i World Faith is encouraged to 
attend. 
ALPHA ZETA GENERAL MEETING: The last 
meeting for this year will be held Tuesday, April 29 at 
7: 30 p.m. in Kendall 202. New officers will be sworn in 
and there will be a slide show of this year's events. 
ACADEMIG 
COMPUTER SERVICES INFORMATION: There will 
be a monthly users meeting on Thursday, May 1 from 
2:30-4 p.Ifl. in Kingsbury 310. For more information call 
862-3527. 
RESEARCH COMPUTING MEETING: To be held 
Tuesday, April 29 from 1:30-3:30 p.m. in the Forum 
Room, Dimond Library. Discussion will be held with 
research users on the condition of the present facilities, 
as well as the prospects for future development. 
CAREER 
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: To be held 
Thursday, May 1 in 203 Huddleston from 2:30-4:30 p.m. 
Students may learn of how they are coming across 
during their on-campus interviews. 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
SUMMER SOFTBALL UMPIRES WANTED: The 
Department of Recreational Sports is looking for cer-
tified and/or experienced officials for two summer 
sessions: May 26-July 3; and July 7-August 14. PAY: 
$7.50/game for certified or _apprenticed ASA officials. 
others, $5.00/game. Applications may be picked up in 
Room 151, Field House. Deadline is Ma 9 1mw. 
Down under 
continued from page 1 
"He has been fair to the 
employees from what I can see," 
said Todd Mooradian, a bartender 
at the Franklin. "l feel that he has 
conducted himself with integrity." 
However, the waitresses 
disagreed. 
"I felt tension around here for a 
while," said waitress Leann 
LaBelle. "I feel angry at Nick 
because I am out of a job and I 
received very short notice." 
"I think Nick acted irresponsibly 
in the treatment of his employees," 
said waitress Diane Gerhung. "I 
never got a definite answer. No one 
ever came up to me and said that 
this place was folding on a certain 
date. 
On Wednesday, Gegas said "it 
is possible that the Downunder 
will re-open with a new license." 
On Thursday he was unavailahle 
for comment. 
Russell 
continued from page 2 
embassy, the people in the United 
.States responded negatively to it. 
"If everyone had a positive attitude 
about the crisis, there is no doubt 
in my mind there would be changes 
in the situation," she said. 
"The Kennedy assasinations 
were predicted by several psychics, 
and President Kennedy receiv~d 
these warnings," she recalled. 
There is even a Central 
Premonitions Registry in New 
York that wants to know about 
premonitions dealing with the 
world situation. Russell feels the 
consciousness for ESP in the 
nation is rising. 
"In this country we are still 
trying to prove that ESP exists. In 
the Soviet Union they have already 
accepted it, and now they are doing 
research on it." 
"People receive premonitions 
through dreams, information 
about future events. This is one 
hypothesis explaining deja-vu," 
Russell said. 
Another experiment demon-
strated Psychometry, a form of 
clairvoyance. Russell tried to 
predict or inform participants 
about their lives by holding their 
personal possessions in her hands. 
The psychic took a ring from 
one man and immediatley asked 
him if his mother was ill. He said 
s:he ,vas: "S.he'll he all right," 
Russell said. 'And in the near 
future, you1l have four options 
available to you regarding your 
future plans. Take the second 
choice, that will be best for you." 
Russell said the very best 
psychics are 80 percent accurate. 
"There are too many variables," 
she explained. "Accidents in time 
can change things. It is up to you." 
The Parapsychology Club 
(TOSNOM) sponsors lectures 
each month. This Tuesday in the 
Grafton Room, a lecture entitled 
"Dreams• will be presented. 
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PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
For Information call (603) )332-7197 
or Write C.A. Clark 
16 Hope Drive 
Rochester N.H. 03867 
(can pick up and dellver) 
9:00-5:00 
FIELD EXPERIENCE 
JOBS 
AND CREDIT 
History, Museum adrnn, Archives, · 
T:u:;:: :::;:::o 
~~~;i~s various New Englan Good Rock & Roll 
work-study qualified = = 
Retailing, local. Sat.: 8:30 - 12:30 Admission: $2.00 -
Math actuarial, Boston area 
cau 
862
-
118
·
4 ---~DDIIII.IDDBIIIIIIIBRIIHIBIIIIIIIIIRIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIIIIHUIIIIUIIUII = 
2NDANNUAL 
STUDENT ART SHOW 
OPENING 
TUES, APRIL 29, 1980 
5- 7 P.M. 
DAILY HOURS 
Wed, April 30 - Sun, May 4 
12- 7 p.m. 
For more inforrnation about entering works 
inquire at the Art Office in Paul Arts Center 
~ • • .. 1 
For the 
Late Night Munchies 
Weare 
Open Until 2:00 AM 
29 Main St. 
Durham 
(across from the Durham Post Office) 
868-5151 
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COMPUTER ~ 
PROGRAMMING 
.Cobol Language 
University. Computer 
SECRETARIAL 
Typing _ 
Shorthand 
Taught By 
Specialists 
We're_:fecogniz~d .as the best in the.field~ 
ACCOUNTING 
Accounting And 
Lambers CPA 
Review Course_ 
Taught by Richard F. Wa~do, C.P~A.** 
'X 
m 
C 
m 
**Our accounting courses are taught from the "nuts and bolts" to the 
C.P.A. exam level. Mr. Waldo tias taught the highest percentage of 
successful C.P.A. candidates in the· State of Maine for the lasf two 
years. 
.,,.,~ ,,,_ s,a!II 
2J CATARACT AVENUE 
DOVER~ NEW HAMPSHIRE 03820 
1 •803• 742e3518 
Offtol HCNn: hl,•Tlllrt. 1:11 a.m. 10 I p.m., Fri. I to S 
lklntoll\ College pro¥1dn IQUII 000ot1unity in 111 itt operations 
GPAs 
continued from page 1 
one could be reached in the 
registrar's office who was willing 
or had the authority to comment 
on the contradicting explanations. 
Ross said that this type of 
information is often sent to other 
colleges and states when they 
request it, for statistical purposes. 
.Shakers 
continued from page 1 
heaven and earth were threads of 
the same loom." 
They began as a blend of the 
Quaker faith and the French 
Camisards in Manchester, 
England. 
In 1774, Mother Ann Lee and 
eight other Shakers came to 
America,' from England and began 
the colony in New York. 
Canterbury was the seventh colony 
to be established in J 702. 
"We were brought up to meet 
. life with a strong heart and a 
straight back," said Sister 
Gertrude. "We never cowered." 
The sisters sat in the fourth row 
of the audience, looking like the 
type of grandmother everyone 
would want to have. 
They both wore velvet bonnets 
and small, gold, wire-rimmed 
glasses. 
The Shakers dedicated their 
lives to the teachings of Christ. 
In the middle of the 
presentation, Sister Gertrude, who 
had been sitting quietly, suddenly 
stood up. 
"We bless you all,,. she said, "we 
really do. In fact, all the Shakers 
bless you." She paused. ''I guess 
you done well on that, didn't you?" 
"There are two ways in which 
you can consider life," said Sister 
Bertha. "Either one of drudge or 
one of privilege. The Shakers have 
always considered life a privilege." 
The Shakers, from the 
beginning ; were celibates. 
However, they do not consider this 
the main reason to their demise, 
although it did contribute of 
course. 
. "Part of our mission," said 
Sister Gertrude, "is to live a life of 
celibacy. God is the creator of all, 
and we know this is our mission. 
"We know there are people 
whose mission is to bear children. 
My gosh, if they didn't have the 
little ones, there would never have 
The 1980 University of New Ha . 
rnpsh1re 
\NTERNATIONAL 
- -~EEK- - -
Monday, April 21 
through 
Sunday, April 27 
Friday, April 2.5 . 
All Day 
3pm-4:30pm 
7:30pm 
Saturdawpril 26 
6: m 
Sunday, April Z7 
7:30pm 
Work, Study and Travel Abroad Information, 
Grafton Room/MUB 
International Social Hour, Dean of Students, 
Office, Huddleston Hall 
Discussion and Film on the Middle East, 
Strafford Room/MUB, free adimss1on 
International dinner and Dance, (Italian 
cuisine), New England Center. Tickets: 
$8.50 available at the MUB Ticket Office 
International Fold Shlging,tRichardson 's 
International House 
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been Shakers!" 
"The reason for their demise," 
said Thompson, "was more 
economic than anything else. The 
Shakers were perfectionists. The 
population decreased when the 
Industrial Revolution in America 
' began. They were going in the 
opposite direction of the United 
States. While the country was 
becoming more technological, the 
Shakers were becoming agrarian." 
The Shaker population 
·increased because they took in 
orphan children. They were 
required to stay with the group 
until they were twenty-one. At that 
time, they could choose whether to 
stay on with the Shakers, or leave. 
As the United States became 
more and more city-oriented, they 
made more choices of leaving than 
staying. 
"The Shakers consider 
themselves more a period of 
evolution," said Thompson, 
"rather than a failure." 
Shakers are known for their 
ingenious inventions. They are 
re1:pons:ible for the inventio ofthP 
buzz saw, a turbine water wheel, 
the flat broom (invented by a 
man), the circular saw (invented by 
a woman), and a folding stereo , 
scope, which was much like a 
viewmaster, in which slides could 
be made to look three-
dimensional. 
They invented the first 
permanent press fabric, which was 
also water-resistant. 
The name, Shakers, is short for 
Shaking Quakers, which refers to 
the Quaker element in their 
spiritual heritage. 
The Shakers could not sit in 
pews during their religious service. 
"A simple little march," according 
to Sister Gertrude, they believed, 
raised themselves to a higher level 
of experience. This "march" was 
how they became the Shaking 
Quakers, and eventually, in the 
tradition of simplicity that they 
have always known, shortened to 
the Shakers. 
"The march was a spirited unity 
from the beginning," remarked 
Sister Gertrude. 
"You would be hardpressed to 
find creeds or rituals," said Daryl 
Thompson, who has lived with the 
Shakers with his father since he 
was a year old. "The Shakers are a 
way of life more than religion. 
They emulated the life of Christ." 
For the Shakers, there was a 
difference between religion and 
theology. "Theology had its 
place," said Thompson. "But 
religion was thought to be the 
spirit of worship to God and love 
for their fell ow man." 
"We believed," said Sister 
Bertha, "that one was divided by 
theology and reunited by religion." 
At their height, the village at 
Canterburv alone possessed 4,000 · 
acres. Tod~y they own 900, and 
some of it is still farmed on 
Loudon Ridge. 
The Shakers were the first ones 
to start the garden seed industry in 
America, and began experiment-
ing with plants to be used for 
medicinal purposes. 
Their means of insulation for 
buildings was moss and birch bark. 
They differed from the Amish, 
in that they welcomed invention 
from within their own ranks. They 
had built their first power plant in 
1910. When they wanted to put a 
second floor on a one-siory 
building, they raised the first floor 
and built the second floor 
underneath, eliminating the 
tearing off of the roof, thus not 
wasting valuable building 
products. 
Sister Bertha and Sister 
Gertrude would like to see the 
Shaker movement come back. 
"But," Sister Gertrude was 
quick to point out, "you don't have 
to call yourselves Shakers. Just 
follow the spirit. There is a back-
to-the-land movement beginning. 
Maybe the Shakers won't 
completely die away." 
Mother Ann Lee predicted that 
the Shakers would experience a 
revival when the population could 
be counted on one hand. There are 
nine left. We shall have towaitand 
see. 
The Shaker Museum will open 
for its 22nd year on May 20, and 
everyone is welcome to visit. 
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Drop your guard for a 
minute. Even though you're 
in college· right now, ther~ 
are many aspects of the 
Army that you might find 
very attractive. 
Maybe even irresistible. 
See for yourself. 
MED SCHOOL, ON US 
You read it right. 
The Army's Health Professions Scholar-
ship Program provides necessary tuition, 
books, lab fees, even microscope rental dur-
ing medical school. 
· Plus a tax-free monthly stipend that 
works out to about $6,450 a year. (After 
July 1, 1980, it'll be even more.) 
After you're accepted into medical 
,_ school, you can be accepted into our program. 
Then you're commissioned and you go 
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the 
Army Reserve. 
The hitch? Very simple. After your resi-
dency, you give the Army a year as a doctor 
for every year the Army gave you as a med 
student, and under some conditions, with a 
minimum scholarship obligation being two 
years' service. 
INTERNSHIP, RESIDENCY 
& CASH BONUSES 
Besides scholarships to. medical school, 
the Army also offers AMA-approved first-
year post-graduate and residency training 
programs. 
Such training adds no further obligation 
to the student in the scholarship program. 
But any Civilian Graduate Medical Educa-
tion sponsored by the Army gives you a one-
year obligation for every year of sponsorship. 
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every 
year you're paying back medical school or 
post-graduate training. 
So you not only get your medical educa-
tion paid for, you get extra pay while you're 
paying it back. 
Not a bad deal. 
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Army Nursing offers educational oppor-
tunities that are second to none. As an Army 
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate 
degree programs at civilian universities. 
ADVANCED NURSING COURSE, 
TUITION-FREE 
Yougettuition,payandlivingallowances. 
You can also take Nurse Practitioner 
courses and courses in many clinical special- -
ties. All on the Army. 
While these programs do not cost you 
any money, most of them do incur -an addi-
tional service obligation. 
A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW 
If you're about to get your law degree 
and be admitted to the bar, you should con-
sider a commission in the Judge Advocate 
General Corps. Because in the Army you get 
to practic~ law right from the start. 
While your classmates are still doing 
other lawyers' research and other lawyers' 
briefs, you ·could have your own cases, your 
own clients, in effect, your own practice. 
. Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and 
privileges of being an Officer in the United 
States Army. With a chance to travel and 
make the most of what you've worked so 
hard to become. A real, practicing lawyer. 
Be an Army Lawyer. 
ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS 
Though you're too late for a 4-year 
scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even 1-year 
scholarships available. • 
ional $70 a month ( ser-
geant's pay) as an Army 
Reservist. 
· When you graduate, 
you'll be commissioned as a 
Second Lieutenant, but not 
necessarily assigned to ac-
tive duty. Find out about it. 
A BONUS FOR PART-TIME WORK 
You can get a $1,500 bonus just for enlist-
ing in some Army Reserve units. Or up to 
$2,000 in educational benefits. · 
You also get paid for your Reserve duty. 
Itcomesouttoabout$1,000ayearforaboutl6 
hours a month and two weeks annual training. 
¾id now we have a special program to 
help you fit the Army Reserve around your 
school schedule. It's worth a look. 
A SECOND CIIANCE AT COLLEGE 
Some may find college to be the right 
place at the wrong time fora variety of reasons. 
The Army ·can help them, too. 
A few years in the Army can help them 
get money for tuition and the maturity to use it 
wisely. 
_ The Army has a program in which money 
saved for collegeis matched two-for-one by the 
government. Then, if one qualifies, a generous 
bonus is added to that. 
So 3 years of service can get you up to 
$12,100 and 4 years up to $14,100. In addition, 
bonuses up to $3,000 are available for certain 
4-year enlistments in selected skills. 
Add in the experience and maturity gained, 
and the Army cansendanindividual back to col-
lege a richer person in more ways than one. 
We hope these Army opportunities have in-
trigued you as welJ as surprised you. Because 
there is indeed a lot theArmycanoffera bright 
person like you. 
For more information, send the coupon. 
They include tuition, books, ~-~----· --., and lab fees. Plus $100 a month __.. 
living allowance. Naturally I Please tell me more about: D (AM) Medical School and Army 
they're very competitive. Because Medicine, D (AN) the Army Nurse Corps, D (AL) Army Law, I 
besides helping you towards your I D (FR) ROTC Scholarships, D (SS) Army Reserve Bonuses, A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE degree, an ROTC scholarship I □ (PC) Army Educational Benefits. I -
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is helps you towards the gold bars NAME of an Army Officer. 
one of excellence, dedication, even heroism. Stop by the ROTC office on I 
And it's a challenge to live up to. campus and ask about details. I ADDREss Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome 
1 of professionalism, regarded as a critical UP TO 5170 A MONTH · .1 
c 1T Y STATE z 1P 
member of the Army Medical Team. You can combine service in 
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical the Army Reserve or National scHooL ATTENDING DATE oF Bmrn 
spectrum is almost impossible to match Guard with Army ROTC and I Send to: BRIGHT OPPORTUNITIES, P .O. BOX 1716 
in civilian practice. get up to $6,500 while you're still MT. VERNON, N.Y. 10550 I 
· And, since you'll be an Army Officer, in school. 1 THIS IS THE ARMY you'll enJoy more respect and authority than It's called the Simultaneous I most of your civilian counterparts. You'll Membership Program. You get 
also enjoy travel opportunities, officer's pay $ 100 a month as an Advanced . ■ N-ote: To in-sure c-eipt of in-formation request-ed, all blanks must be comp-leted. • " , 
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Steine~ 
reilleillhers 
continued from page 3 
discouraging or like sour grapes, 
but I think that what helped me · 
most about college was having a 
degree and therefore knowing that 
it didn't mean that much. I think I 
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and the seventies as the decade of 
the Women's Movement, Steinem 
predicted that the eighties will be a 
"a continuation of the Black 
movement and the Women's 
Movement." She foresaw the 
strength in both movements to be 
in the hands of the minority 
women. 
"They are the bridges between 
groups that are . working on the 
same or similar problems, on caste 
(problems) so to speak, whether 
it's sex or race," she said. And 
· they're also very important bridges 
to the rest of the world. After all, 
we're a tiny White minority here, 
you know, as far as the rest of the 
world is concerned." 
Steinem noted that Ms. 
magazine has a higher percentage 
of Black and Hispanic readers than 
any othet magazine that is -not 
specially aimed at this audience, 
and she attributed this readership 
to the greater proportion of 
minority women in the work force 
who are "more likely to 
understand the need for change." 
Steinelll said that one way in 
which Ms. differs from other 
wome11 's magazines is tha't until 
recently, most women's magazines 
were run by male staffs. 
would have gone through life with ----------------------------an inferiority complex if I hadn't. 
It's important to de-mystify 
academic experience." 
Steinem said she discovered that 
there was more to life than 
marriage and motherhood when, 
upon graduating from Smith, she 
broke her engagement to be 
married and spent two years in 
India on a fellowship. 
"I learned that the United States 
is the exception in the world, not 
the rule, and that was a very 
important radicalizing ex-
perience," she recalled. "I did what 
I suspect a lot of women do, which 
is to go through life identifying 
with_ the underdog whether it was 
in the Civil Rights movement or 
the Migrant Workers Movement, 
or whatever. I always felt much 
more sympathy with people who 
were less powerful and I felt out of 
place with people with vests and 
pin-striped suits. But I didn't know 
why. I certainly didn't have the 
courage to think that women were 
a serious enough group to be 
counte_d as an underdog. It took 
me a long time to discover that." 
Calling her . own leadership in .,. 
the Women's Movement "an 
accident of history," Steinem said, 
"I just happened to be a writer at 
the time the Women's Movement 
came along and I found that I 
could write about feminist issues 
and go out and lecture." 
Save on Treville Products 
at 
CARE PHARMACY 
************~****************** 
1/3 off Treville Brushes, 
Combs, and Barrettes 
Offer good up to May 1 
51 Main St. Durham . 
868-2280 
Mon. - Sat. 9:00- 6:00 
--
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"The editor at The Ladies Home 
Journal used to give me a 
manuscript and say 'pretend you 're 
a woman and read this,"' Steinem 
recalled with a laugh. "I never 
forgot it. I always thought it would 
be a great title. He was so 
convinced that the women who 
read The Ladies Home Journal 
were mental defectors with curlers 
in their hair that I could not 
possibly be one of them in his view 
because I could talk to him. lt's 
gotten a little better now because 
now there are more women editing 
women's magazines." 
Steinem left UNH at 9:45 
C~I\T1Vt7 
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fNPIV11>Vkt.. 
Tuesday night to make and 11 p.m. 
plane back to New York so she 
could catch an 8 a.m. meeting on 
Wednesday morning. Work does 
not end when she leaves the office 
and flicks on the light in her home. 
It just continues. 
I'm very lucky because there 
really isn't a division between my 
work and the rest of my life," she 
said. ~•And I know that that's a 
luxury. It's hard to find, that 
you 're really working at something 
that you care about so much that if 
someone left you a million dollars 
tomorrow you'd go right on doing 
the same thing." 
-.01'.1\'lr /rNPWO"K. 
WITM ~ti,e:NfS. 
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Frisbee Fever 
Only 
~ · 
BURGER 
KING 
~® 
50C 
With the p,urchase of 
a Large order of 
FRENCH FRIES 
May 1st-8th 
BU;RGER KING 
Durham Plaza, Durham, N.H . . 
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Editorial 
Is pledging wOrth the ~egradation? 
Phi Mu Delta's pled~es had to kiss a severed 
cow's head. Delta Zetas sisters found the head 
later on their front porch. 
Another fraternity's pledges rated girls coming 
out of the library one night with numbered 
placanis. One pledge shoved a card into a girl's 
face, who was trying to avoid the rating system, 
and shouted, ''You're a two, honey." 
wants to belong, because they will go through the 
whole thing." This is important, especiallywhen 
a person sees just what this "whole thing" 
entails. 
pushed a roller bed to the middle of the street 
They knelt on the sides of the bed and said their 
prayers. Then the two of them jumped into the 
bed and proceeded to sing the "gangbang song." 
&me fraternity pledges are expected to stay 
awake from Sunday until Thursday during their 
hell week. Monitors check their classes and 
follow them to make sure they do not sleep. 
Pi Kappa Alpha woke up DZ sisters one 
· morning at 4 with the roar of a chainsaw, instead 
of the usual clamor of pots and pans before a raid. 
Sigma Beta's pledges and Alpha Chi Omega's 
pledges have physical training (Pr's) some 
mornings at five or six. Beta's pledges are 
allowed only to wear their jockstraps and 
Although the pranks differ, each house in the 
Greek system has a form of "hazing."_ But, as one 
frat brother ~aid,:''The houses thrive on mystique, 
the unknown" ... so what happens in the house 
during hell week is virtually unknown. 
If you ask a sister or a brother about their 
house they will avoid telling you anything 
negative. 
· sneakers. 
But iit's all in fun. It is all part of pledging--the, 
period of weeks, and sometimes months, when 
men and women have to do ·what their soon-t:D-
be sisters and brothers command. 
On bid's night, when itallbegins,PKEpledges , 
ate Ciq,t::l:Lt:;U lU lk UUUC..l a. h.c.g w-itl-1 C:U-1 open 
mouth. They are forced to drink until they vomit 
This week PKE brothers also brought their 
pledges to a parking lot near Alexander Hall in 
the early morning hours. They took out a water 
They will not tell you about the neglected 
schoolwork or about the excuses they have tried 
to give thetr professors. They w ill not tell you 
about the degrading peer pressure. 
Instead they will stress the bonds they have 
tied, the friends they have made--the good times. 
To become a sister or brother a pledge must 60 
through this degrading ritual, only to end it all 
with one finale of a week--"hell week" for the 
frats or "inspiration week" or "lamplighting 
week" for the sororities. · hose and sprayed them all down, waking many 
dorm residents with the sound of their 
But those of us not in the Greek system can 
only guess what it is like after seeing four , 
fraternity brothers on top of one sorority pledge As one frat brother said, "It's a trial period to 
see if the person is willing to go to any limits to 
have fun. It is tradition, learning respect for the 
house, and the older brothers. You look back on 
it all and laugh." 
And joining the 1200 member Greek system, 
the ~est student organization on campus 
being one-tenth of the student body, is a' 
voluntary choice. 
screaming. · 
Some pledges are told not to talk to girls. Other 
frat pledges must kiss certain sorority girls, 
whether they consent or not If they wish, 
sorority girls can sign the BFta keg with their 
name, address, phone number and current 
in the dining hall just to rip off her pledge pin. 
Or hearing a group of pledges sing to us at two, 
three, or four a.m. when we would rather be 
sleeping. Or seeing men dressed in monster 
masks attending classes. 
If all of these pranks are the hazing that we, as . 
students are forced to see, we are happy the rest 
is left to us as "mind games." 
dating status. · 
As one sister said, ''You really find out who, 
Two Beta pledges dressed in nightclothes, one 
noon a few weeks ago in frontofMcConnell Hall, 
t - ) - -
Letters 
Pledging 
To the Editor: 
In the final weeks of the spring 
semester the University is annually 
presented what is often referred to as 
the Greek System's 'Hell Weeks', more 
formally referred to as Pledge Weeks. 
It seems that the conducting of Pledge 
Week excuses behaviors normauy 
unacceptable on the campus. 
Everything goes, from early morning 
demonstrations in the Quad to the 
sexual assault of women in the dining 
halls. We don't believe Pledge Week is 
an excuse. 
Pledge Week does not justify 
inf ringing on the rights of students who 
live in residence halls or eat in the 
dining hall. The apparent innocence of 
singing pledge songs in the dining hall 
has led to sexual assault. 
Why must the fraternitie~ and 
sororities display themselves m the 
residence area? Why must dormitory 
residents be subject to their 
<iemonstr-ations? Dormitory residents 
are repn;bended for f!li~beh~vior by 
the residence hall administration. Who 
is there to keep the frats in check? 
These quest ions need to be 
addressed. The areas surrounding the 
residence community are our 
backyards. Our rights are being 
inf ringed upon there. If the Greek 
Syst'em chooses to introduce its pledges 
to fraternity life through demonstra-
tions, why not keep them within their 
own community? 
David J. Petersen 
Alexander Hall President 
Jeffrey Robichaud 
Alexander Hall President-Elect 
Interview· 
To the Editor: 
On Monday evening (the 21st) I 
attended a "job interview" for the 
Southwestern Corporation. An ad in 
your newspaper on Friday (the 18th) 
requesting interested students to attend 
one of four "interviews" in order to get 
a summer job promising earnings of 
$2900, hard work, and relocating. It 
caught my fancy. 
As the interviews progressed I had 
the impression that it was more of a 
sales presentation: selling the company 
and the unique "jobs" it offered-sales 
positions. Eacn · section of the 
"interview" was rehearsed, planned, 
and organized. 
I had the impression that "Fred", a 
name the leadei alluded •o but never 
introduced himselt as, nor gave his last 
name, was manipulating the reaction of 
the audience (10-15 people). 
To illustrate my point, at one place 
he had an experienced salesman, a 
student who worked previous summers 
for him, present the Pioduct (books) to 
the audience. Afterwards the audience 
commented on the salesman's fine 
techniques. 
Later it was learned the sales -pitch 
was entirely memorized. It was taught 
to him by the company in its training 
program. This was only a small 
example of the entirely calculated and 
manipulative evening. 
Just at the time, about an hour into 
the affair, when "Fred" was going to 
have his salesman explain.the "costs" 
involved for students to work for this 
company, he invited me and two others 
out to the corridor, asking us to bring 
our coats. There he asked the three of 
us if we were really interested in the job. 
Previous to this, throughout the 
interview he had stressed the 
importance of us keeping an "open 
mind" and how he wanted someone 
who was "teachable"-meaning to me 
impressionable and subject to 
manipulation. The others hemmed and 
hawed that they were indeed interested, 
but I said no and was cryptly told to 
leave. Which I did and felt mad at 
myself for doing. He had been studying 
our body language continually to cull 
those who had an "open mind" and 
were "teachable". 
The next day I went to the Career 
Planning Office on campus to further 
investigate this outfit. There I learned 
that student salesmen were expected to 
sign two contracts before being 
employed: one guaranteeing their 
liability of $1000 to the company which 
had to be cosigned. The company 
suggested not asking faculty people or 
ministers as these people · would be in a 
position of being deluged by such 
requests and it wouldn't be "fair" to 
them. Probably then, these newly hired 
salesmen would ask their friends here 
at school. 
Also, the commission rate was a nice 
43 percent-rather large for a legitimate 
operation. 
To all those people who signed up I 
implore you run to a lawyer! Talk to 
your parents! This is a shady outfit! 
You are expected to live far away this 
summer entirely at your own expense: 
travel, food ,, housing-you're left to 
sink or swim. -
No decent compan:,, would impose 
those things. They would at least 
advance commissions to you. You 
receive nothing until the eiid of the 
summer. Hopefully you'd be working 
hard while you're sta rving. 
I have been taken by a deal like this 
before. A Connecticut company which 
took $4,000 from me, (which I'm still 
repaying the loans on), defaulted on a 
lawsuit to pay it back, went bankrupt, 
dissolved its corporation, and is now 
working under a new name! These 
things really do happen! We as 
innocent students, trusting everyone, 
are very susceptible to such practices. 
Please don't commit yourselves to 
anything until you've completely 
checked this out, and if the company 
gives you bank and chamber of 
commerce references consider them for 
what they are-only confirmation the 
company• exists. I relied on such 
references. 
Jolin W. Critchett 
Woman 
.scholar 
To the Editor: 
How ironic yet unsurpnsmg that 
UNH now boasts $100,000 to attract a 
visiting top woman scholar while it 
simultaneously expends undue money, 
energy, and time denying a top woman 
scholar her rightful and permanent 
position in the English Department! 
What message does the University 
hope to convey to women 
academicians-that Durham is a nice to 
to visit but don't plan on living here? 
. As a UNH alumna (Ph.D. 1979) I 
am appalled by this S~!\tation and 
refuse to contribute to alumni 
campaigns until the University quits 
wasting valuable resources in its 
perpetation _ ~f . disc~imination and 
oegms committing itself unambig-
uously not only to attracting senior 
women but also to promoting junior 
women to permanent faculty posts. I 
urge other alumni, including alleged 
"anonymous alumni donprs, "to do the 
same. 
Incidentally, the small yei excellent 
liberal arts college which employs me 
has more women full professors and 
top administrators than UNH does! 
Gayle Scroggs 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
St. Lawrence University 
. Canton, New York 13617 
P.S. May I'add that in my travels I 
have yet to see a school of the size of 
UNH maintain such a hi&!_l quality 
campus newspaper . Even small 
universities with schools of journalism 
cannot match you--keep up the good 
work. Maybe someday you will rival 
the Daily Bruin! I hope my Durham 
friends will continue to forward me 
their used copies from time to time of 
The New Hampshire! 
Reality 
To the Editor: 
How does a student at UNH deal 
with, and have an impact on, world 
affairs? Perhaps ope might be inclined 
to say you cannot. I do not believe 
however, that such is the case. 
International problems are, in many 
instances, magnifications of sma"iier or 
national -ones. 
It would stand to reason therefore, 
that US problems are a multiple of 
what we have hereat UNH. By creating 
a climate of awareness, where actions 
can be taken to correct problems, and 
sensitivities cultivated to remind all of 
us where our priorities should be, we 
can in fact have a meaningful input into 
the direction of our University, nation 
and the world. 
Reality is that our society is 
decimated with racial, sexual, 
economic and religious prejudices. 
Reality is also, that as long as this 
remains the case there cannot be an 
effective social movement to deal with 
the problems which we face. This 
situation makes it easier for Congress 
to reinstitote the draft, the Pentagon to 
propose war, and the multi-nationals 
to ruthlessly exploit the Third World 
and the rest of us. In short, we all lose. 
Take a moment the next time the 
administration or the Student Senate 
does something you do not like. Then 
ask yourself ... what am I really here for? 
Am I here to grow and develop myself 
intellectually, or am I here to be told 
what is good for me? 
Is that job you hope for after you 
graduate so important to you, that you 
will accept sexism, racism and allow 
authoritarian bureaucracies to control 
your lives unopposed in the meantime? 
If you are tempted to say, I will make a 
difference in all of that when I get out, 
tomorrow is here or it will never come 
at all. 
A sobering thought comes to mind in 
a quote from "The Diary of Anne 
Frank" ... "I am young and strong and 
living a great adventure." So too, are 
we. -
Charles R . Cragin, Jr. 
Durham, NH 
Memories 
TO the Editor: . 
-We the graduating seniors of ATO, 
have compiled a list of UNH memories 
that will always stand out in our minds. 
We will miss: 
I. Acacia-A TO Homecomings 
2. After-hours 
3. Doing a train 
4. Keg parties 
5. Reinaeer dances 
6. The ATO van . 
7. Abusing Reverend Moon's 
representatives 
8. Our excellent cook 
9. Toga parties 
IO. Grain alcohol 
11. Promiscuous roommates 
12. Beer bottles on the lawn 
13. Fire inspections 
14. Personals 
15. Howie 
I<,. Observing human behavior from 
the AtO wall 
17. Bid's night 
18, Hell night 
19. Double-secret probation 
20. Rugby, Che, Brutus 
21. Our excellent sorority relations 
22. Spring Break in Ft. Lauderdale 
23. Academic probation 
24. Procrastination 
25. D.U. (last year) 
26. E.C.A.C. Hockey Playoffs in the 
garden 
27. U-Mass vs. UNH football games 
28. Board of Health inspectors 
29. Computer shut-downs (cancelled 
programs) 
30. Work Calls 
31. Barney Siel 
32. Lydia 
33. Space invaders 
34. Detective Robert Prince 
35. Karl's 
36. Durham House of -Za 
· 37. Scorp's at Happy Hour 
38. Stealing kegs from neighborinf 
fraternities 
39. Our unbeatable I.M. football team 
40. Snapping 
41. Swilling 
42. Nick's 
43. Ticks 
44. Green Beer 
45. Dana Jennings 
46. Thursday night parties 
47. Friday Hangovers 
And everyone will miss us too. 
Evy Wally Pygmy Ike Matty 
Gig Che Herb Bruce Mouse 
Gimp Duf Snap Renee Ernie 
Simpy Pop Jeff Whit Todd 
Editorials 
To the Editor: 
I am also a senior. I also will 
graduate soon and wish it was 
tommorrow. And don't get me wrong 
either. My UNH years have been the 
best. 
1And there is one thing about UN ff I 
will not miss. No, not in the least: 
l. Dana Jennings ' editorials. 
Mark Johnson 
Feminism 
To the Editor: 
I am a twenty-two year old man, I'm 
graduating in May, and quite frankly 
i do not much like the prospects of 
entering into much of what I see 
outside (although in truth, lately what 
I've seen here has not been terribly 
appealing either). There is the terrible 
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world situation of course, but on a 
much more personal, and selfishly 
terrifying note, I like even less my own 
·. prospects. · 
I don't want to be the man my father 
\\as, business, pressure, money, job-
oriented, terribly serious, etc ... You 
know the type, we are all being 
groomed for the role in a very deadly 
yet subtle way. 
I don't worry for my dad anymore, 
just before his male stereotypic role 
killed him, he managed to hang on. It 
did ruin his health for about eight years 
of course, but he's recovered. Things 
have changed dramtically for him, 
however ... he works around the house 
now, my mother runs their market and 
is the butcher. He's gotten used to it, 
and has rather come to enjoy it. She is 
of course finally thriving in her new 
role. 
What a.bout me? Because of all of the 
above I can see some options. I know 
what I don't want, which is fully half of 
the struggle. The important thing is 
that it is feminism that has given me 
those options. It liberated both of my 
narents_ from their roles, and watching 
them, liberated me from mine. 
The point of this note is to state 
llOmc;thing ll1al appa1crHly fic:w of u:. 
realize-feminism speaks to men. A 
friend always tells me that feminism is 
human liberation, and she is right. 
Feminism is trying to change things 
for sure--that part of society which has 
degraded women. and that part which 
de-humanizes and destroys men. 
Do not be threatened by it, it has 
more to off er the men of this campus 
than any other movement or idea-it 
gives them the chance to find out what 
they, for a change, want--to question 
and discover. 
Bradley Fletcher 
. 34 (>.yster River Road 
Mini-dorms 
To the Editor: 
Two weeks ago a group of us came 
up with what we thought was a 
brainstorm to help stimulate the 
students of UNH while at the same time 
find a place for the exciting members of 
this campus to establish a community 
1n which they could live together. Our 
idea was to submit a proposal to 
Residential Life establishing one of the 
Minidorms as a center for student-
faculty relations, discussion groups, 
workshops and various other 
stimulating, growth-related concepts. 
Both on and off-campus students 
with eclectic backgrounds, in addition 
to numerous endorsements from 
faculty and staff members, showed a 
great deal o{ enthusiasm and 
encouragement. 
"Well it was a good idea" said the 
spokesperson for Residential Life, 
.. Too bad we can't allow any people 
from off-campus back on. "They had to 
be putting us on! 
What is the definition of special 
interest housing if those students who 
are especially interested cannot be 
housed? No wonder only two of the six 
minidorms have an resemblence to 
special interest housing. 
Little do the students ofUNH know, 
but Residential Life has completely 
shut off all housing opportunities on 
campus for in-coming transfer students 
to join a community environment. 
Granted there is a housing shortage 
on campus, but the mini:-dorms was a 
very progressive concept (something 
rarely found at UNH). Now we have 
watched its most unique quality, i.e. 
allowing oniy those students interested 
in the dorm theme to uve m the dorm, 
silently stricken from our rights. 
When do we stop the landslide of the 
administration's emphasis on quantity 
not quality? Let me reiterate: What is 
special interest housing good for if 
Residential Life is going to censor what 
proposal is awarded the defunct 
minidorm, on the basis of which one 
will displace the smallest number of on-
campus minidormers? 
lt grieves me deeply to see such a 
potentially dynamic opportunity fall 
prey to the Bureaucratic mess of UNH 
politics. 
Wake up UNH and at least let out a 
whimper for what was one of the few 
remaining opportunities for student 
initiated growth and development. 
Jim Rossiter 
Earth 
To the Editor: 
Warning! Small planet in need of 
major overhaul. Bend down. Put your 
ear to the ground. Can you hear it? 
Sure you can. It is a sad and feeble 
whimper coming from the bowels of 
the earth. It is a cry of despair-four 
defined letters HELP. 
You didn't think it was possible to 
hear the earth-~lk. Put your ear to the 
ground sometime. You'll hear. Or 
bt:tter yet, look around. I'll bet there's a 
non-biodegradable plastic object 
within two feet of where you're 
standing. Or if you're really ambitious, 
take a bus ride to the Lamprey River 
below the falls in Newmarket. Watch 
the brown foamy blobs the size of 
basketballs meander down the river 
towards the sea. 
Po.rl:u1po you ,,,oro- o.no of tho~QII ~ 
fortuna{e people who had toxic 
chemicals illegally dumped in your 
back yard. But don't worry. If your 
water supply was contaminated by the 
waste and you were poisoned to death, 
rest assured that people remembered 
you as the person whose hair fell out 
and teeth rotted before lapsing into a 
convulsive coma. 
An idea-take. a trip to New Jersey 
and watch a chemical dump sight blow 
up. Then even you could inhale your 
share of toxic fumes. Pack a lunch for 
the ride; a processed cheese sandwich 
on sawdust bread, a Twinkie, or maybe 
a ring ding. Don't forget the Coke .. . and 
smile! 
Or maybe you'd like to go fishing. 
You won't even need a rod. All the fish 
are dead. They all ODed on acid. Acid 
rain that is. Gee thanks Milwaukee, 
Chicago, Detroit, and Buffalo for your 
sulpher-dioxide. 
But if you're reallv the sporting type, 
a good spring activity would be to go to 
club a baby Harp seal. Just tnmK ot the 
luxurious coat you could make for a 
loved one. And you only had to bash in 
about five or six defenseless sku'lls. 
To all pre-vet majors-go take a visit 
to a farm near Three Mile Island. 
Watch a still born lamb be yanked from 
its mother's womb. One of many 
mothers who 'bas come to term long 
before this time, but cannot expell the 
fetus for "unknown" reasons. If your 
eyes start to water, your throat hurts 
and you taste metal, don't get uptight. 
It's OK, thc-y're only emitting some 
radioactive steam from the plant-
remnants of last year's accident. 
Go on people. Get out there and be 
vicious. Throw that can onto the side of 
the road. Buy a Lincoln Continentaf 
and use up more gas. Eat that Hostess 
Ho Ho. Support Industry and let them 
dump wastes in your back yard (kids 
just love to play in it). 
Demand to get your share of 
radiatiop, so that you too can have a 
mutated' child. Keep your lights on all 
the time. Smoke that stoggie! Just 
think, if we all pull together and work 
hard enough, we could wipe out the 
entire human race in a matter of a 
lifetime. That 's why I say support your 
nuclear missile heads. Let's all get 
Nuked! Excuse me while I go throw up. 
Sincerely, 
Minny Purinton 
Draft 
To the Editor: 
Congress has apparently heard 
Jimmy Carter rattling h ls saber at Iran. 
The full House on Tuesday passed 
draft registration legislation. If Jimmy 
(read: The Pentagon) wants an army 
with which, to use his oft-quoted 
phrase, "whip their assei,'' they seem to 
think he should get it. 
One southern Congressman proudly 
displayed his ignorance by proclaiming 
that no red-blooded American youth 
should mind in the least simply taking a 
little stroll to the post office and signing 
his name. Unfortunately that is only 
one step down a long road. 
This legislation must still go through 
the S~nate Appropriations Committee 
an~ the full Senate before Jimmy gets 
about letters 
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to gleefully scrawl his name on it ( one 
can see a Pentagon general happily 
handing hi~ the pen). 
Waiting and watching will be a fine 
strategy for those anxious to sport 
green uniforms. If, though, you have 
some reservations about running off on 
an unplanned all expenses paid one 
way trip to some mideast nation I 
would advise you to take a more 
activist approach. 
· This legislation could hit the Senate 
at any time. If our letters, phone calls, 
mailgrams and visits get there first we 
can shape things. 
Among the Senate Appropriations 
Committee five members are pro-
registration, four are opposed and five 
are undecided, including New 
Hampshire's own Senator John 
Durkin. This legislation can be stopped 
here if action is taken. 
Those of you who were born in 1960 
and 1961 take heed, your future may 
well hang in the balance. You must now 
make decisions affecting your life. 
Soon they' will be made by someone 
else. In their best interests. 
Toll free phone numbers for New 
Hampshire representatives are: 
Senator John Durkin: 1-800-562-1110 
Senator Cordon llurnphrcy.,, 1-800-
562-3838 
Congressman Norman D'Amours: 1-
800-562-3802 
Michael S. Parr 
Surcharge 
To the Editor: 
To the Commuters: 
How. ·many of you people who are 
going to be commuting next year 
realize that the administration of this 
University are planning to have you 
pay $84 extra dollars next year. Yes, 
you too are going to have to pay the 
energy surcharge. 
On top of having to pay the extra 
money to ride the K-Van, you will have 
to pay this $84. Stand l]p ... Don't let 
them do this. 
We already pay the money for the 
bus, what is the rationale for having to 
pay the energy surcharge? The 
surcharge pays for both residence and 
academic buildings. 
Well, believe it or not, as commuters 
we don't use the residence, so it is unfair 
for us to have to pay this tax. 
We may be liable for the expenses 
incurred in the academic buildings, but 
at best tbat should be only half of the 
resident tax. · 
At the most commuters should have 
to pay $42. 
As commuters we have gained a lot 
at this University, but we're losing here, 
stand up and make a hell of a lot ·of 
noise or pay a lot of money! 
Lloyd G. McCoubry, Jr. 
Commuter Senator 1980-81 
Crew 
I am a member of the crew team and 
The 
the crew team article last week ·didn't 
Jpok inside the crew team in describing 
what it is all about. 
--The first seven weeks of this semester 
you may have seen sleeping persons in 
thP. lihrarv. in the study lounge or in 
¥~r.classes. These _persons could have 
been crew members, for every school 
morning they rose out of bed for a 
twilight workout before school. These 
workouts consisted o{ weights, hills, 6-
mile runs and ( worst of all) stairs, stairs 
and more stairs. 
As the men and women--grew to 
higher weights and faster .times the 
repeated motto was not to .. do what 
you can," but to .. do what you dream 
you can and a little more." Every night 
most found themselves in bed by ten, in 
order to muster up the energy needed 
for these morning workouts. 
Spring Break came and it was time 
for our first week on the water. 
Everyday we broke the ice with boats 
and picks, but the -ice kept forming and 
soon there was a snowstorm. We 
increased our workouts to twice a day, 
which consisted of eight mile runs and 
more weights. 
Now that we are on the water we row 
each night to the sunset on the Oyster 
Ri~·or. 
So far I have only described the 
rowers participation - which makes up 
for only half the crew team story. The 
other half consists of the dedicated time 
and organization of the coaches and 
the officers of the club. 
None of the coaches get paid. Two, 
Panama Marshall and Neil Stacey 
(form~r rowers), hold full time jobs in 
Kittery and when we had our morning: 
workouts they would have to leave a 
half hour early in order to make it on 
time for work. 
Now that we have afternoon 
practices they leave work directly in 
order to make it on time. Their 
weekends ar'e filled between repairing 
boats and the races. 
The women's coach, Joe-Ellen Fuller 
(another former rower), is a full time 
student. She has never missed a 
practice and two or three times a week 
we split the boats up, or lift weights, 
which means both a morning and an 
afternoon practice, both of which she 
attends. 
Her classes are mostly science classes 
I don't need to explain how much 
studying time is required for science 
classes. The only stimulus these three 
coaches have is an appreciation fr_QID.l . 
the rowers and the rowers become ' 
discouraged with their own effort. 
The officers organize a variety of 
fund drives (being a club we recieve 
little money from the school). They 
handle payments, try to receive 
donations (each boat costs approx. 
$8,000), set up buses to get us to races, 
provide accomodations if we need tn 
spend the night, advertise and the list 
goes on. 
We have a former rower, Sue 
Cooper, who makes sure the gas tanks 
in the launches are filled, each rigger on 
the boats is complete and secure, there 
are enough tools and the boat house is 
clean and organized. She does 
everything nobody else wants to, or 
hasn't the time to do. There is no 
money to pay her or the officers. 
One goes down to the docks not only 
to work out and spend some more time, 
but to goof around with everyone. 
There is not one "typical" crew 
member, although each me~ber holds 
a similiar spirit that keeps him ( or her) 
involved. 
The team is a microcosm of campus 
life. There are 4.0 students,just passing 
students Frat brothers, mountain 
climber;, art majors, engineering 
majors, freshmen, seniors, off-campus 
and on-campus members. 
The most intriguing aspect is the 
spirit and energy whic·h lceeps the t~am 
going, and how well we do agamst 
other teams with this spirit. 
Elisabeth Kinney 
CARP 
To the Editor: 
I have been approached. a few times, 
near the MUB, by members of CARP. 
It only happens when I'm alone. 
Did these people ever stop to think 
they were invading my privacy? 
Although I made it clear I was not in 
sympathy with them, this woman still 
persisted. The only thing I could do was 
interrupt my lunch and leave. . 
I don't think the students of UNH 
should have to be subjected to these 
techniques of approach . and 
consequently feel uneasy in public 
places. 
Sue Folk 
A disturbed student 
Center 
To the Editor: 
The concept of organizing a student 
group for sexual equality is both sad 
and foolish when one considers how 
that idea grew out of the wreckage of 
the Women's Center. 
One cannot strike down women in 
one motion, and with the next suggest 
sexual equality, and expect to be taken 
• seriously. 
Bradley Fletcher 
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The Caucasian Chalk Circle: 
UNH production doesn't .quite pull it off 
By Michael Landrocbe 
• "Sometimes things 
go well," mused the fat prince in 
the first act of The Caucasion 
Chalk Circle, "and sometimes not 
so well." Unfortunately for the 
UNH Theatre, things did not go so 
well at Tuesday night's opening 
performance of Bertolt Brecht's 
play in Johnson Theatre. 
Adapted for 1985, the play itself 
promised to be an enlightening 
story about economic and political 
!!t:lf-i,uffi1.icu1.,y, 111atc1 nal Joyo, -
human nature, and justice. As it 
turned out, much of that promise 
was broken. 
Because the UNH Theatre 
production was drawn out too 
long (almost three ·hours), and 
because the scenes were segmented 
into a series of chorus, action, and 
chorus, the play lost most of its 
thematic continuity. 
The poor stage blocking and the 
quick entrances and exits of some 
40 characters, muddling the play 
and turning the comedy into slap-
stick, inhibited the main characters 
from dancing freely and 
communicating w~ll , with_ the 
audience--: -
Sza Cornelius, in the leading 
role of Grus ha, struggled thfoJ!gJl __ 
the7ast two scenes of the first act. 
Singing to her beloved soldier 
Simon Chachava (K.C. Roemer), 
Cornelius had a hard time hitting 
the high notes and keeping time 
with the orchestra (conducted by 
Henry Wing). 
But Cornelius was not the only 
one plagued with this malady. In 
the finale of Act One. the chorus 
stuttered through their closing 
song with people singing when 
they weren't supposed to and not 
singing when they shquld have 
been. 
The finale characterized the 
rustiness of Tuesday night's 
perfor!l}ance. 
At times, however, things did go 
well. 
There were a few places in the 
performance in which it seemed 
that the UNH Theatre oiled away 
all that rust and performed 
professionally. 
The first of these came when 
Cornelius and several able-bodied eyes m the audience focused on her 
actors pulled off the scene at the as she sang her b~st of the evenings. 
bridge. In an acrobatic style, Apart fron:i this, there were also 
common to the Chinese Theatre two characters who were 
from where the play is derived, consiste!ltly good throughout the ; 
Grusha stepped, one by one, on production. 
slabs of wood held up by the actors 
portraying the bridge. High above Azdak, the carpetbagging judge 
the stage, Cornelius had all the played by Mark Proctor, was 
LilUan Cataldi, Tracy Brickett Hurd. a_nd Sza Cornelius in The Caucasian Chalk Circle. The play will be 
performed through Saturday night in theJohnson Theatre at 8 p.m. For ticket information, calf862-2290. 
(Robert A. Cardin photo) 
wonderfully obnoxious and 
comical as he was transformed by 
Grusha from a corrupt thief into a 
justice-loving hero. His voice 
boomed out at the audience when 
he sang, and even though he 
stumbled over a few words, for 
Azdak, it was forgivable. 
Lillian Cataldi in her role as 
Natella Abashvilli, the wicked, 
money-hungry wife of the ex-
governor, was equaily as good. 
Her voice, a high crackly 
screech, fit the character of 
Natella, a woman more interested 
in her wardrobe than her own 
child. Cataldi seemed to make 
sense out of the scene in which she 
and . her entourage fled the city, 
leavmg .the baby behind. Without 
her, that scene would have been as 
confusing as the rest of the play. 
Apart from these characters and 
a few isolated scenes in Tuesday 
night's performance, the UNH 
Theatre production of The 
Caucasion Chalk Circle was far 
from professional. 
This was no more evident than 
in the scene in which Yussup, 
Grusha's husband, (Jack Kepner) 
jumped from the water barrel, 
exposing a three-foot penis. Not 
only was it unrealistic, but -it came 
at a serious point of the play when 
the audience could ha.ve learned 
something about Grus ha 's 
character. 
Instead, as Yussup jumped out 
of the barrel, all the seriousness 
was lost. The audience was cheated 
into embarrassed laughter as 
Yussup chased Grusha off stage, 
practically tripping over his 
e_x~ggerated appenda_ge. 
There was much more in 
Brecht's play than was presented 
by the UNH Theatre Tuesday 
evening. 
A wheelchair tourist--not an easy rider 
By Laura Meade 
It's amazing how much you take 
for granted. The little things on 
campus like cracked sidewalks, 
paths with slight inclines, and 
blind corners that cars whiz 
arou_nd, r~ally d~n't mean trhat 
much, unlessyou happen to be in a 
wheelchair. 
Yesterday was National 
Handicap Awareness Day, and I 
was made aware. Different 
programs and p_resentations went 
on all day in the MUB. But the 
· program with the most impact on 
its participants was the wheelchair 
tour around the campus. 
More than ten wheelchaiis 
loomed ahead of me at the rental 
table. I reluctantly handed over my 
I.D. and awaited an escort. 
. "You 're _goin~ on the expert 
tour ,of course," said one student 
running the table. I didn't-really get 
much say about it. 
My escort picked out the· chair 
we would use. Monica Labrie, a 
junior Occupational Therapy 
major, briefly outlined what we 
were going to do. 
"You do all the work," she 
informed me, "but I'll be right 
behind you, so don't worry." 
Oh great. She'll be right behind 
me, probably running after me as I 
speed down some slope into Main 
Street. But then agian, how many 
handicapped people have escorts · 
at all? 
M}' first mission was to 
negotiate the ramp in front of the 
MUB. Labrie said I couldn't go up 
it without help, so she called for 
some people to push. Even with 
three people helping, we had a 
hard time getting the chair up the 
ramp. And they would not even 
think of letting someone go back 
down. 
"See that pine tree down there?" 
Labrie asked. "If you went down 
this ramp alone, you'd run right 
into it." . 
- So what happens if you hap-pen 
to be in a wheelchair and want to 
get into the MUB? 
"You yell, 'Help! I need help 
getting in'," one woman said. "And 
then you wait for three people." 
I guess if you can't find three 
people, you don't get into the 
MUB. 
My next challenge was to first go 
over one curb, onto the driveway 
of the MUB, and then go up a 
second curb, onto a sidewalk. Each 
curb was about two inches high, 
not even noticeable to someone 
walking. But in a wheelchair, you 
have to go up and down curbs 
backwards. Your wheels slip, you 
risk popping great wheelies (and 
landing flat on your back), and try 
as you may, you're basi~lly stuck 
one way or the other. 
Labrie guided me as I 
manipulated the wheels to climb 
the curbs. I guess it takes practice 
to do it yourself. 
Finally, we were on our way. We 
headed down the hill in front of 
Hood House, past Ham Smith, 
and turned right to travel the 
sidewalk in front of the MUB. 
Labrie k~pt a light grip on the 
handles of the chair, constantly 
reminding me that I was on my 
own. She didn't have to tell me-
my shoulders kept me welt 
informed. 
As we crossed the entrance to 
the MUB parking lot, a car came 
whizzing around the corner. The 
woman driving did not even see 
me. Labrie grabbed the wheelchair 
to stop it after my flailing efforts 
did not. There should have been a 
sign saying, "Slow--Wheelchair 
Crossing." 
There was a steady flow of 
people on the sidewalk. One smiled 
at my plight. Most gaped. I bent 
- my head down, intent on my task. 
But I could feel their stares as I 
plodded slowly along, trying to get 
used to the awkard jerking of the 
shaky metal chair. 
As we walked, Labrie told me of 
her wheelchair tour. The day she 
did it was not designated for 
handicaps and she said that most 
people gaped, not knowing what to 
do or say. 
"One woman in an elevator 
wouldn't even look at me," Labrie 
said. "And when I was going down 
a hill, some guy told my escort to 
just let me go. He was dead serious 
too!" 
We turned right again, between 
Huddleston Hall and Kappa 
Sigma fraternity. Sand and cracks 
in 'lhe sidewalk caused the wheels 
to skip and slide. I think my 
wheelchair ·was up for re-
alignment. It had a bad front and 
wheel pull to the right-it was 
worse than my car! 
The worst part of the tour was 
yet to come. But no one warned my 
arms. We headed up behind the 
MUB, and Labrie pointed me in 
the direction of a long, climbing 
hiU that never bothered me when 
walking. 
But midway up the hill, huffing 
and puffing, the muscles in my 
strainin-- to keep me from sliding 
backw, :·ris, I relented and let 
Labrie i .·1sh me. 
When we reached the level path, 
by the ground floor at the back of 
the MUB, my wheelchair tried to 
kill me! D The front end pull 
switched to the left and the chair 
keot trving to drag me down into 
Ravine! Twice I saw my life muddy 
pass before my eyes as Labrie had 
to save me from plunging over the 
edge of the sidewalk and down the 
muddy slope _towards the stream. 
A slight left-slant _ on the path _ 
p~ved nearly disastrous, and my 
heart stayed in my mouth for quite 
a while. 
Things calmed down after that. 
A nice gently slope down towards 
the back of Hamilton Smith. 
Suddenly I saw it. 
There's one hill on campus that 
even my bike doesn't like, the path 
running up the side of Hamilton 
Smith. Even as a seasoned wheel-
chair rider a half hour, I knew 
there was just no way. I tried. I 
made it about a quarter of the way 
up, and gave up. Labrie even 
struggled pushing me up. 
As we neared the top of the 
slope, I took over again. Heading 
towards the front of Hamilton 
Smith, I cursed the separations in 
the concrete walk. 
Each time my wheelchair stuck I 
wanted to cry. 
I'm basically a stubborn, 
independant person and having to 
rely on an escort to get me out of 
the tough spots was a blow to my 
ego. I couldn't even have an ego ifl 
had to rely on people every day of 
my life. 
I told Labrie that from that 
point on, I was on my own. From 
the front of Ham Smith, all the 
way up to the MUB, was a long, 
gradual incline. But I wanted to do 
it myself. 
Labrie offered me words of 
encouragement, and I tried to pick 
up speed before facing my last hill. 
Just then, a car came down out of 
Hood House parking lot, and I had 
to stop. 
So much for my momentum. 
Finally getting the hang of it, I 
reached back and grabbed the 
rubber lined steel wheels by the 
spokes. I didn't say a word, but 
Labrie was full of support. 
Finally, at the top of the hill, I let 
out a sigh of relief. "Can I race 
back to the finish?" I asked. 
Labrie just laughed. My aching 
shoµlders must have told her there 
was no way. 
I finally got back to the table, 
and with Labrie's help;--edged up 
and over the curb. My entire tour 
lasted about 40 minutes ( one of the 
best times.I was told), but it only 
covered about an eighth of the 
campus. 
I thought about the wheelchair 
marathon racers and wondered 
how they could cope. After one 
quick tour, I gave up. 
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Celrbrity Series brings a winner to ~UNH 
By Laura Meade velour shirt. 
It was unlike any other concert. "How ya doin' out there?" he 
More than 2,300 people sat asked into the microphone. The 
immobile in their chairs crowd did not stop applauding 
mesmerized by the sounds coming until Mangione had introduced 
from the stage. Chuck Mangione each member of the band. The rest 
and his quartet recreated their . of the evening proved to be a 
musical magic in a concert unique experience. Each song was 
Wednesday night that will not 'be its own concert;_ each member of 
forgotten. the band was the star at some 
Aside from the whistles and point. 
cheers that accompanied the Charles Meeks' bass solo led the 
applause at the end of each piece, group into "The XI Command-
both young and old were content ment." Everything was silent as the 
to merely nod their heads and· tap haunting, deliberate reverbera-
~heir feet to the rhythmic tions of the bass notes shook the 
•~strumental music created by the speakers. The hushed audience 
five men on stage. . watched intently. 
Snively Arena was not filled to At the end of Meeks ' solo, 
capacity, although crowds Mangione opened up his 
gath~red outside an open door for flugelhorn and Chris Vadala gave 
• a glimpse of Mangione and his a sampling of his mastery that was 
wonderful flugelhorn. Somehow to follow. Vadala carried the 
by not selling out, the concert wa~ melody with the touch of hrn~~ even more special. Sitting in the magic that only a saxaphone can 
audience, it seemed as though each provide. Eyes closed, face muscles 
artist.· w~s. playing especially for tensed, Vadala arched backwards 
each md1v1dual. as he strived to put every available 
"GiveJt All You Got," one of the bit of power into his work. 
band's latest hits which was also A quiet ringing of drum cymbols 
commissioned as the theme song tinkled in the background, as the 
for the 1980 Winter Olympics. beat slowly picked up. Then 
summed 11p the evening. The hand Mangione and Vadala went into 
gave it all they had. - · one of several mystical duets, 
People were still filing through which would be interspersed 
the ticket doors at 8: 15, when throughout the night. 
Mangione led the group of The audience broke into 
musicians onto the stage. After a applause at several points during 
brief moment of scanning the the song, but especially at the end 
audience, the quiet little man with of James Bradley Jr. 's magnificent 
long, brown hair which flowed out drum solo. The little man sat 
from under his infamous wide- behind an imposing collection of 
brimmed hat, picked up his drums and cymbols, carrying the 
flugelhorn and opened the first beat for most of tlie night. 
notes to "Count Consuella," a song "Chase the Clouds Away" 
from the Children of Sanchez followed, and Vadala proved 
album. himself to be the highlight of the 
The polite introductory night. Aside from Mangione, 
applause faded slowly, and was Vadala was the master of the 
replaced by the entrancing melody group. He skillfully switched 
Mangione introduced. The band instruments throughout the show, 
members needed no introductions- jumping from soprano, tenor and 
-brief solos from each of the baritone saxes. to tenor and alto 
instrumentalists let the audience flutes, piccolos, tamborines, bells 
know they were there. rattles .. ~Vadala carried the show. 
At the end of the first song, the Mangione opened the song with 
mellow maestro, with big brown a soft melody on the electric piano, 
eyes and a scraggly beard and and Vadala followed, picking the 
mo11stache, smiled at the audience. tune up with his flute, playing soft 
He. was casually dressed in tight a!ld mellow. Man~one used the 
fittmg blue pants, ':Vith a pale green pumo to fill the voids as the other 
The little man with the bit horn. (Bill Hill photo) 
artists switched instruments and 
leads. Bradley kept a soft, 
rhythmic beat going and Reeds · 
thumped out just enough bass. 
Vadala never faltered, even in 
carrying the highest notes, then 
rapidly plunging to the lowest. The 
applause that ended Vadala's solo 
paved the way for Reed's bass 
performance. Soon, Vadala let out 
a shrill screech with the flute, · 
signaling the introduction of lead 
guitarist, Carl lockett. Lockett's 
' fingers gently glided over the 
strings, and Vadala sounded a bell 
every few seconds. Only the high 
pitched notes of the flute overcame 
the cheers given Lockett. 
Meanwhile, Mangione's hands · 
seemed suspended over the keys of 
the electric piano, as his head 
swung back and forth in a-dreamy 
manner, which somehow 
f>Xt-mplified the tompo and 
brassiness of Vadala 's sax. Each 
member of the band contributed to 
the smashing ending as the crowd 
went wild. 
Mangione broke from music for 
a while, and spoke of his latest 
album, "Fun and Games."Talking 
about the hit single from that 
album, "Give It All You Got," . 
Mangione explained the story 
behind the Olympic theme song. 
"I1l try to describe what it's like 
to go up there to perform," 
Mangione said. "They told us we'd 
be playing to an audience of over 
900 million people. We'd like to 
play that song for you." 
The clapping and cheers from 
the crowd displayed the 
appreciation. Mangione was all 
alone on the flugelhorn, playing to 
the crowd as the rest of the band 
watched. Soon Vadala jumped in 
and took over, then the two went 
into still another brilliant duet. 
Vadala and Mangione 
complemented each other nicely. 
While one would lay back, playing 
the melody just barely loud enough 
to be heard, the other would break 
loose with a harmonized version. 
Then the two would trade-off so 
that neither was the sole star. 
Mangione seemed content to 
sway to the music, eyes closed, a 
smile on his face. Vadala, clearly a 
master of his work, never faltered 
as he skillfully blended the I.ow and 
high tones, giving backbone to the 
pi~ce. By this point, everyone in 
the audience was tapping their feet 
· as the beat began to pick up. 
Then Mangione began a series 
of scale runs, which came off as 
smoothly as a fresh-frozen pond. 
Lockett took the song into solo for 
a brief moment, while Mangione 
hopped back to the electric piano 
and finally into ad uet with Vadala. 
This game of musical chairs 
continued, sending the audience 
into a trance that was only broken 
by the clapping and whistles, 
which the band so justly deserved. 
Blue-grass fans came alive when 
Reeds set aside his bass to throw in 
a little harmonica in "I Never Miss 
Someone." Mangione sat at the 
well-worn grand piano and Vadala 
led the song with his clarinet. Bass 
and drum kept time, highlighting 
the individual piercing notes in the 
moving rhythm. 
Each band member, again, had 
the chance to show off his talents in 
the spotlight. Finally, Mangione 
retired . from the piano bench, 
grabbed the familiar brass horn, 
and carried the graceful, swaying 
sounds with the smooth, soothing 
melody. 
Reed concluded the song with a 
harmonica solo which touched off 
a wild reaction from the previously 
subdued crowd. 
During the entire show, the 
band was in touch · with its 
audience and each other. The 
musicians enjoyed the music they 
were playing, and weren't afraid to 
let it show. The five men on stage 
were having fun! Smiling, offering 
encouragement to one another 
with a gentle nod of the head, 
clapping as the others enjoyed the 
limelight. The band was one--yet 
each member was distinct. The 
Man1lone played to a crowd o( 2,300 Wednesday nipt. (Bill HUI photo) 
way a good band should be. diffe~ent; the pl~n, t_he same. The 
Mangione bounced on the stage, spdthght kept sw1tchmg among the 
from heel to toe, clapping his ~en .• There was never a song th~t 
hands by raising first one then the d1dn t brmg the crowd what it 
other, and meeting in the middle. wanted. . . 
He looked and acted as though the Mang1o~e was . m ~omplet.e 
band was playing his song for the con!rol. Like the Pied Piper, the 
first time and he enjoyed how it aud1e_nce was totally captured by 
sounded. Vadala got into the scene the httle man behmd the horn. 
with the rhythm instruments that When he clapped, the crowd 
clung to his hand when the brass clapped. ~hen he smiled,. the 
pieces rested in their stands. crowd smiled. When Mangione 
At one point, Mangione moved-the fa~es in th~ crowd 
mouthed a series of almost wat~hed, soakmg up his every 
unintelligible sounds, to which the action. 
other band members responded The sounds were the same-the 
with the same verbal nonsense rhythms, patterns, and harmonies 
with no music playing. This went differ~d. The excitement an~ thrill 
back and forth for a few minutes of an mstrumental band captivated 
and the drums rocked slowly in the all. 
background. Soon the flugelhom "You're the Best There ls," 
replaced the verbal sounds and the "Land of Make Believe," "Hide & 
beat went in on an upsweep. Each ~eek," "Be!lavia," the ban~ chose 
band member joined in, and a its re~rt~ire from a vanety of 
sense of excitement grew. Vadala Mangione s seven ~lbums. 
began clapping wildly in time to The one song which set apart the 
the beat and soon added the second set was when Reeds sang 
pleasant' mising of a - rattle. "Children of Sanchez." It was the 
Mangione jumped over to electric . only song with lyri_cs, and Reeds' 
piano and Vadala manned his sax. deep tremblmg voice was full of 
The tempo was still increasing. emotion. 
Carried by Bradley's drums The words were slow and 
Lockett's lead stood out strong'. deliberate, exp~rtly delivered. 
Bradley was obviously in control, ~ads of sweat ghstened under the 
and Vadala was in his prime. The hghts ~she poured forth the song 
musicians _were getting into their from his heart. ~e sang the s_ong as · 
own creation, and it seemed as if he felt the pam of the children. 
though they were improvising the Maybe he did. 
entire tune. The crowd loved it. L,ockett added a nice Spanish 
They concluded the first set with p~c~. Everyone in the audience was 
"Fun and Games." Mangione VlSlbly moved by the ballad. The 
described the song as a long song band members _hung their h~a_ds as 
that would have been in trouble Reeds closed his eyes and fm1shed 
due to its length, so they had to call the song_. . 
in a surgeon to trim it into Mangione and his quartet ended 
manageable time. with their blockbuster-"Feels So 
"Depending on who does it (the Good." Nothing more could be 
surgery)," Mangione said, "it asked of the band. The familiar 
could be a beautiful hors' d 'ouvre tune -added the perfect touch to a 
or a lobotomy." perfect concert. The standing 
it was definitely an hors d'ouvre. ovation which followed summed it 
"Fun and Games" is the type of tip. . 
foot stomping, happy music that Mangione appeased the crowd 
perked everyone up . It was quite a with a foot stomping, rock 'n' roll 
change from the more solemn, e~core that got everyone movin~. 
quiet melodies played up to that Fmally, almost three hours after 1t 
point. After peaking, the music began, the concert ended. Or at 
slowly tapered off until Ma-ngione least_ the show did. The Mangione 
concluded along--quietly, gently-- magic had to~ched the people of 
and the crowd was on its feet . New Hampshire. It proved that 
The second set was almost a people still care about quality 
repeat of t~e fi~st . T~e songs ~re music. 
II 
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Roolll 
continued from page 1 
About 100 student organiza-
tions use the Common Office 
which will be larger next year with 
the addition of the Trustee office. 
Rizzo ~aid Isos was not in 
competition with the Women's 
- -Center, but agreed there was quite 
Ron Hasseltine, who will take a bit of animosity between the two 
over as the new chairman of the groups. 
MUB Board of Governors on "We were getting bad feelings 
Monday, said the Board will not from them," she said. "They were 
consider allocating a room to older women--25, 30 years old. 
TOSNOM until at least next fall. Some of them were even pregnant; 
Jsos, which means equamy ·111 not that there's anything wrong 
Greek, had hoped to be given the with being pregnant." 
Student Trustee office which will Several people from the 
be vacated next semester when the Women's Commission attended 
position moves to Plymouth State the meeting to support the Center.. 
College. In addition, the local chapter of the 
Rizzo said she had checked out National Organization of Women 
the Common Office and found it sent a letter of support. Brion 
far too small and crowded to Leary, who started a petition in 
operate the type of organization support of the Women's Center, 
they wanted. also attended the meeting to 
present the signatures he had 
J;tathered. 
On the side of Isos and 
TOSNOM were members of the 
two groups and some people 
involved in student government. 
They also had a letter of support 
signed by ,.six heads of other 
student organizations. 
The battle between the Student 
Senate and the Women's Center is 
nearly over. Assets in the Women's 
Center that were bought with SAF 
money have to be returned to the 
Student Senate. 
Paley said there is a typewriter, a 
filing cabinet.and books that cost 
about $500 when they were first 
purchased. Their value is now 
much lower she said. 
"We're all really happy that it's 
over," Paley said. "We think it1l 
give us a lot more freedom (not to 
use SAF money)." 
Confounding! 
e e , I 
Un1vers1tylheater , Sherlock Holmes meets 
Sigmund Freud 
From the ':l Best-Selling Novel 
FRI. 7,9 ~ 
SAT, SUN, 2,4,7,9 
.25 - With this ad 1.0 
1979-80 Season presents 
T~E 
~u@5ia1] \9al~ Qrcl~ 
Directed by John C. Edwards 
Music by Mark B. DeVoto 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Cr"eative Arts Center 
University of New Hampshire 
April 22-26 at 8 PM April 24 at 2 PM 
General: $4 
UNH Student-Employee/Senior: $3 
UNH Students, Opening Night: $2 
Reservations: 862-2290 
Dinner-Theater Package Available ... 
Hours: styling 
29 Main St. 
Durham, N.H. 
868-7051 
Mon Sat 
9:00- 5:30 
Th. & Fri. eve 
til 7:00 
OYSTER 
BAR 
Freshly Shucked Oysters - 25-
Cherrystone Clams - 20-
0ther delights from the sea 
are available as the tides 
and seasons permit. 
PLUS 
FREE HORS D'OEUVRES 
every Thursday and Friday 
4:30-6:30 
WILDWOOD LOUNGE 
THE NEW ENGLAND CENTER 
Strafford Avenue 
Durham, NH 
·' 
NIGHT AT THE MUB PUB 
Tonight 8 p.m. - 12: 30 a.m. 
Give aways: 
Albums 
T-shirts · 
and $50.00 Cash! 
DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY 
Beer served 50¢ cover 
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seml-fumlshed pine panelled Summer needed to share six ';.... ENT-3 roomates For Sale 197• Javelin. Fast, sharp car. New To the most devoted coxswain In crew 
Sublet: 5 min. walk to campus; 3 bedrooms, female two m st h ., .. rson apt., male or paint and carpeting. Craig stereo tape, An educattonal camp for special needs history HoP-• your birthday was the best 
llvlng room, kitchen, dining room, nlshed 'two u u s are large bedroom, fur- pioneer sp,akers. Excellent body, no rust. chlldren. Counselor, kitchen and main- and kn~ck em dead tomorrow! Love from study .. .laundry facllltles, bike storage, tact Steve aY 6r9~~i;me glrl already. Con- 304 2-bbl engine In perfect condition. Gets tenance, llve-ln. Write Lincoln HIii, 41 South your roomle 4125 
spacious grass lawns perfect for frlsbee, 1'mb • or Julie H. 868-1349 21 mpg If not Jumped on. 3-speed on floor. St., Foxboro, 02035. 4/29 WAGNER-Well, ,::-,v_e_c....,heck:----:-9-d-,--ou-t::-th:-:--e-s--=-1z-e--::of barl;>ecues and sunbathing! Call Jen 868- enT1,ema,s uurnam. sIngIe ana double $1500 or BO Tom 868-5998 4/25 · the tub In Portions and sorry to soy, but It 2992 (Davis Court, 60 Madbury.Rd.) 5/2 rooms. Furnished wlutllltles and parking For sate/ Kawasaki 350 motorcycie. very SUMMER JOBS- Outdoor and Indoor work at I k k II h 1 the 1 ff summer Sublet (with fan opnonJ • nveu Within walklng distance to campus coO: fast. New pistons and rings, Just tuned. 7,600 a large municipal swimming facility. Good oo s II e Y,OU' ave o el r cu o y,our 
roommate to share two bedroom apt. In ~a
12
ctWhlteEnterprlses._Tel.a6a-21921M-fa.51 mlles. Registered and ready to go. $595_ pay,excenemwonung-conamona.Poslttons legsorwellJusthavetousethepoolether Dover. Living ,oom, kitchen, bathroom, and ~ - cau 2.1632 or 868-9774_ Ask for BID In room avallabte, Pool Manager, Lifeguards, In- way, I'm s•Jre we can manage something, own bedro<"!!'. Fully furnished, on K•Van. yo11< Haen short Sands Beach; large s!ngle . 120_ 4129 structors, Groundskeeper (plant science make sure rou brush up on Simmers form Avallabla from ac:Prox. May 19 - August 30. rooms fro rent, may thru the fall; quiet and =-=--==-----,,-,--~--,---------- major preferred), Cashiers, Receptionist, and conten for this weekend. Love, Patricia 
·1"'5/mo and utilities. Call Rich or Pete 749-t private w/kltchen for l~ht cooking $35 00 79 Chevy 3/4 ton Van customized. Good for Pool Maintenance. work study students (alias content) 4125. V 12 !'ii? weekly Call 207 363 28 9 · · work or camping. Includes color TV, stereo f d F Inf rmatlon call Paul Going to Seattle? I'm driving a rented truck 2 gfrG 71eaded to snore 2 bed com ap,. m · • · 516 and more. $7,500 Call 532-7565. 4/25. pre erre · or more O and could use company. leaving June 1ar 
Durham for summer. June-August, fabulou1t summer Sublet (Durham) 1-bedroom apt Ho d 750 F K 1977 G Couturier, 1•2-7790. 4129 and wlll be there In a week. Share gas and location on Madbury Road, extremely quiet sI•eps 3, large llvlngroom, kitchen, fully fur: n ° our• ood Condition Call 
building with parking. Please call 86a-2257 nfshed. Excellent location on Madbury Rd i;t~:!r.°11:i 4 p.m. Weekdays. will take MAY, JUNE, Work Study Jobs avallabl_e. Use driving. Call"'36-7107 4125. 
anytime for more Information. 5,2 Call Skip or Dana (868-7157) 4/25. · vour work 1tudv monev before your regular Jenny, Where are you? My room Is begin-
• Fu lhd Want a smooth, comfortable, luxurious, sum,ne~ Job startsl Call Paul Couturier, 1•2- nlng to resemble a pig-pent I'm stlll waiting wecster House summer sublet. This apt. 1s • rn s e room In Durham, 3 miles from elegant ride? Ford Elite 1975 tullv-oowered- 779f1for Interview. 4/29 for RoseAnne RoseAnna Danna and you to 
GREATI 2 bedrooms for 4 or more people. campus, off street parking, $125 per month equipped, four jensens, new radials, well- clean my room And I hope you do win-
Carpeted, furnished, plenty of sun and lots avallqble now, call 868-5477 afler 8 cared for body and englr,a. E,r.- ellent con- dowsllSee you soon. A "Lordlte" •t25. 086f8r~5o1m86. C4/a2l5I right away. Sue, Chris, or Jen p.m.4129- dltlon. 78,000. Must sell Negotiable. 868- personals 
In Durham this summer? Ideally located one 2318 or 742_3681 _ 516_ Jeff-This one Is on ttmel Hope you're ready Summer sublet. 28 Bagdad Rd Durham . bedroom apt. In Webster House, Madbu~ 10- d S R Bl I nt ull Lori and Ann: DATELINE Aprll 26, 1980: flaor,the P.o,. tomL orrowK nlgh4/t•W25eve got to top 
Excellent locatlon. Futry furnished la;ge Road ~cro~ fr~m Scorpios. Avall. May 1t spee ears acer eye e, ce erp Where? Plymouth N.H. How? (Who wll I semes er. ova, aren · 
IIVlng room, full kitchen, two bedrooms, August. C-alf Vicky at 2·1°67-2 Hitchcock 328 · brakes. good condI" 0n, perfect for around remember?) Why? This wlll be the best To my Dear Friend Olga-Durham will not be 
parking space, full bathroom, plenty of or Janet at 868-9751 Hubbard 430. Leave town, $60 or beSf offer. Call Doug at 868• pledge dance everl Love, Jennlfet.4125 the some without you. I miss the "monster" 
iloset space. For months June, July, August. mes.,a.ae If not In. 4/25 1348· 4125 Come see the ESP Jou quintet at the Oar nights already! The world Is ready for you 
f,ml ne otlablel Call 868-1164. 4125 Summer Sublet • Crescent House 1 bdrm help wanted House this Friday and Saturday. ESP plays a and have a ballll Love, Louise "'125. 
er. P or summer sublet w/faJI op on. furn., w/w carpeting. Good size for 2 unique blend of Jazz, ,angina from the 40s Lizard, Globags, and Virgin: I love shop-Two bedroom, w/w c., central voe.. people! Great location (on Madbury Rd to the 801_ The Oar House Is located at 55 ping, volkswagons, llly's, our beat me-me washer/dryer, Karlvan stop. Near stores. ~,e
2
h
9
Ind TKE)lf Rent negot.l can 863-2291 ·. Ceres St. In Portsmo•~th. Music at 9 4/25. shoes, and yes I even love Boston. Have a Pool. Tennis courts. $230.00/mo. Call Jane or .., Work Study students needed as Youth Ballsy time this weekend. The Queer One 
Alison 742-5929. 4/25 Durham Summer Sublet: Need • non- Workers for Seacrest Neighbors Youth Cen- MICHELLE-You must have brought some of 4125. · 
Roommate needed-House at Boar's Head smoking, female roommates. Own rooms ter serving adolescents from low Income that Florida sunshine to New Hampshire and Melfssa-Thanks for making my 25th extra 
Hampton Beach avallable from 6/1 thru 9/1 only HOO a month. Excellent location: families. 20-40 hrs. Qualifications: Energetic, AZ because our smlles are warmer these . special. you're a really beautiful person 
c11o2n8t.a4c/2t9Artle or Nick. Room 201, Sawyer 2:4/ AV.25.alloble May 16-A_ugust 30. Call 868-735"'. w'•,a,hdeardshollpesacbel~ie~~1r: :~~~'i'nl~~d~apelln~ days. It's been great havldngt yotuh as, mtuy llttlef even If your tennis game Is a bit rusty. Love, _ sister, and I look forwar o e u re o · your no.1 admirer. 4/2S. s s bl f sale ness and awareness of their needs. ontact sisterhood that the both of us have at AZ. t d R y h Id d ummer u et . Durham. 1 bdrm art. mid- Or Paul Salem. 436-3810 or 431 •6703 5/6 Get ready for the best time of your llfe this Jim, WI ' an ence- ou s ou spe-:1 more 
May to end of August. Rent nego . partly For Sale· steren components JVC JL A40 .,--,..,..,.,=--:-:-::--:c:---:-:--==-d:.-b===::;1.:.d;:--"D~ weekend. Love ya, Patricia. 4/25. time at AZ, you're up for grabs XO sl.lly 4125 
fu98r99n. good locatlon. Call Shelly or Irene 868- Direct drive turritable . Shure; M95-EO ·car- WANTEO: Waitresses an arm~ ... ~• ay~ u R .won t>,o dlnnor hn• flnntty ondod you 
, Or862·16674125 I11agewrnewsry1us,OSklng$130,JensenLS-4 C~1:•~~~-~:;~U~~t'16t .. Mal~"Str;.°et, Vlll:IN~ ,ilUCCN vKUl;iC·:lem1•rorma1, ate If one bit at a time. A few gu1pS, 0 
WANTED-Female roommate to share 2 speaker system • 1 O" woofer, 3" midrange, Newmarket. 659•2377 m12°0 nllgdht ncru,nlsgeaSandtumrduays c' mb awy HllrTdE, M8P0·umN.· couple chokes and a few beers to wash It bedroom furnished apt. In dover. On Karl- 1" tweeter• 60 watts/channel continuous. a.m., 0 c ,sic Y • all down. Hope you enjoyed last nights 
Van route. SWIMMING POOL on grounds. fre~uenct response 30HZ-22KHZ, asking Have work study and no Job? Work with the TAIN EXPRESS., cash bar, $7.00 per person, desert! You're the best! XO Greenle4/25. 
Avallabl M 17 Ith f $18 M 862 325141 Cooperative Extentlon Service this summer! 1.0.'s required. Reservations being taken e ay w 011 option $115-00 · or • 25 There are 1everal work study positions Monday, Aprll 28th at 4 p.m. Call 868-2916 Sand~So you thtnk you're O big deal, huh? 
mo. Call 7•2•4783. 4/29. For Sale--65 Buick Gran Sport, 140,000 ml.; available at Cooperaflve Extension Offices 4/25. Well, OU ARE. You're terrific. Lov9, Liz 4/25. 
Apartment avallable for summer sublet • many new parts; Inspected; 10-12 mpg. 445 across the state. For more Information, con- To the spring Pledges-1980-You're the most AZ Seniors-We hope you entoyyour last P.D. 
male preferred. Slldlng Rock opts. cu/In. engine; trailer hitch; some rust but 13 tact, Dr. Richard Barker, Molles House, UNH Inspiring 25 woman and you've done a You've provided us with many memories, 
~f1";~8r~:: ~~nt~a~,.-iYsa;le~~~~rty, ~i,gn!~. ~:f2~ ~r6 Okla. $300 or best offer. Lynn 659· ':2t62-2180 or any County Extension Agent. :~~~l~i. '1~! 1h:n t~~d.~h~o~~!·, :!d~~~~ ~~~k:L~~ ~rs,~~;~~ :,ri ::a?nnte~~l 
Call 659-2122. Ask for Chris or Rob. 4/25 FoJ Sole 1970 Chevy Nova Good condition, Wanted: Summer work-study student to stories, points, the PH0NE, Mom, Marlon, 4/25. 
~:c!ro~:~~t. r~~i~:estr~:r1~dO~ri~~ ~~~~~so.'~C:~~9:~~'1~:
95
· Call Todd, Lo
rd 
=~~t,,::i~f"l'!!1s<ro~tyd!::i~s~~e~fmo~ ~:cfi~Y trS::~~go~~~~~•t!n~~at~~tt~~s~~R
I
~~ ~~•;,~fu~~~~~ ~~~g .::i~~~~ :;,•A~i~e ,gj 
June through May. Great location. Contact For Sale: 1978 Honda c.B. 750 super-sport educatlonal program materlals and Eye" 4/25. This weekend Is for you-enjoy It to the maxi 
Cindy, Fran, or Yvonne at 868-9705 or 862· Excellent condition! only 1,700,mlles. Great mlscellaneous office work. Work schedule alright Doug, 1 heard about your escapade Now you can flnally wear your sweatshirt! 
2161.5/6 deal at $2300.00. Call Anne (862-2170) or and number of hours to be negotiated, In Canada. Better not try anything llke that Yeah for my llttte slsl Love ya kiddo, Konnle. 
SpendlngthesummeratHamptonBeach?3 Laura(862·1727)formo~efnformatlon.5/6 $3.50/hr. Call Elna Butterfterd, Strafford down here or you'll be on death row for 4/25._ 
bedroom apt on beach sleeps 6. Avallable ~ County Extension 749-4445. 4/25 goodll 0. prince 4/25. Crow-You're a fox. Better learn hall to the 
May 15 • Labor Day. Renl Includes 1970 Opel Kadett, Good small car 78 000 wanted: Year-round work study student ANDREA-four years Is enoug~too many chletFASTIThePres.4125. 
everything! Call 431-7076 for more fnfor- mlles, motor and transmission In exceilent skllled In Journalism, to assist media physical blunders lately, the ClflN, long step fun cme and Fun Two-Thanks so much for all 
rnatlon 4/25 cond1110n, needs a few minor repairs. $200 speclallst w/publlc relations. Photography, at Karl's, lnturln9- 11's file cabinets, trlppln~ your support, wisdom, thA kldnc.p;>, 
Summer Sublet • Beginning end of May to or best offer. Call 868-5"'98 4125 graphic arts and audio-visual experience off stool at Nick s ... your FAVORITES:"Chlco, listening, eat!n1q, talkln9, -:!i,;gis, clothes, 
Beginning of September. Fully furnished, FOR SALE-1972 toyota Cellca-Sllver Metalllc• preferred, but not essentlal. Send resume "Popcorn", bulbs, second homes and anci laughs. I II ml .. ll you both ten;;. 
stereo, color TV, Bedroom, llvlng room, Kit• radials-AM/FM wttll maintained la: oll &. filter by May 9 to Dan Greenleaf, Strafford Coun- pucks .. .ls It showing? Get prepped, Sue. congraturatton,. Ms. Junior Exec's-P.a. 4125 . 
.:hen, Bath. If Interested Call Eric, 868-1392. chanied ~v~ry 3~0~;. tun~u.P every 12,000, ty Extension Service, County Bulldtng, Dover, 
5/6 30 MPG. Excellent condition s1,500 or ·best or call 749•4445. 4125 _ Mary Ann-"Good for youl" you made It and AZ Spring 80 i.lttle s1ateI-..Congratulatlons on 
Summer Sublet • (Durham) • Garrison Ave. offer. 468-2503 ask for Ron. 4/29. Summer camp Jobs for students. Help I couldn't be happier. you were the beat llt• a ccmplete lnsplt'ltl?n:. week. You've done 
Very convenient for classes and work. For s 1 5 ft ltl-b needed, male/female, In resident and day tie sister and thank you so much for all you a Dyn~ Jol:> for 6 weeks. And you're a greot Parking lot avallable. Two bedrooms, a O e-- · mu ranched rubber tree camp for 9 weeks. Aquatic Directors and have done for me. Get psyched for an groupl Your devoted sisters 4/25. 
large walk-In storage closet, a full kitchen $
5
0; small rocklni chair $ 7; portable assistants, unit leaders. Rlflerv Instructors. awesome time at the P.0.1 Good deall Love, To my big sis,., Pam, get psyched for a wlld 
and a nice llvlng room. Room for up to 4 · ~~:•f~~4::6~ie;a7J ~kflant baskets 0nd Field. sports ecology, Business Helnzle•¼25. and wonderful weekend. I love you too. 
people. Price neg. For Info call Cindy K. at 1976 camaro, 6 cyllnder, automatic, TI Management, food Servtce. can Mr. Chase T-Hey how's T2? No more 1.0.(or P.C. for that Tam,. 4/25. 
868-9711 5/2 . p B • New exhaust, brakes and tires. Ex• at 62~3i, 8:30-5:00, Monday-Frldav. 5/6 matter!) Heres to GOOD friends! Remember Bob G.-l'm GLAD xo Karen. 4/25_ Room available for one or two females In a c'eiient condlHon. $3,600. Call 622-8226 of- WANTED: Female for nude modeling. Reply x plus eQuols Tl L. 4/25. -
fully furnished apt. In dover. K•van, near t1u4·30 4'25 with thumbnail sketch. Only serious need to Sparkey-look no further-here Is your very Cathy, Dave, Debbie, Jon, Donna, Sunning 
stores, good location washer/dryer. Avon. 1978 Chevy Sllverado, 4x4, automatic, P.S., answer. Fee negotlable. Bob Box 4968, own personalll Have fun the rest of the on the Saco, out behind the Condo, May 19 - Auf. 31. $230 plus utilities for entire P.B., spoke wheels, sliding rear window, Manchester, NH 03105_ 4125_ semester and thlssummer L.D. •¼25. adequate amount of booze, not enough summer1Callllzat749·18"'2or862·18375/2 AM/FM 8 track stereo. Low MIieage. Ex•.. ttmetosnooze.Thedancewasablast,the 
Apartment for summer sublet. Red towers. cellent condition, $6,500. Call 622-8226 of• :i~g~~~:P~~t?~:il:rfi~t~ t~i~~~~:3~~o;- ~~~;iu~~= ~:!.~ m~:•~~~usftrl:~~t I1~ ~! weekend went much too fast. Whlsttlr Furnished, 2 bedrooms, large llvlngroom t,u.t.:30. 4125 prox. 200 hours; some full days, some world. I'm psyched to be In your wedding. i:cJ;:~:tl~-:.~Rf~=25malntalned. ft-
and fireplace. Beautiful bay window, por- Electric Typewriter for sale, top of the llne weekends. Participants wlll be In this area you're a special lady, kiddo. Thanks for 
ch, kitchen, and bath. Rent Is negotiable. Smith Corona. Semi-portable coronamatlc from July 24 to August 2•. Knowledge of everything. Love ya lots, konnle. P.S. Keep To the New Chl-0 sisters-Welcome to the call Charlene 868-1512 (This Is the correct 2200. Asking $250. See Marcus Lashway at Japanese language and c~stoms helpful. your eyes open for those officers! 4125_ No.1 sorority, Ifs r:.-eople Uke you who make 
phone number!) or Nancy or Jaynl at 2· 7 All Main Strert OurChamrt, HDown by gasllo8116~ High level communication skllls needed Pete and Joe-Loved the water bed. maybe It the best. Lo•,1&, YQ!.!~ Chl-0 ll!t@!l 4/25. 
1837. Please leave a message. 512 ~1?lr~~:issghbroo':'s14/o2u5 ouse or co .,. along with Qrganlzatlonal and plonnlng sometime we can all go kinky! I'm game If Mory P. Thar.ks for all rour pleasure these 
Durham summer sublet avallable. Two skllls. Typing and bookkeeping skllls you're game. Is the reunion stlll on? Haun- past 8 weeks. I couldn' be happier for you 
bedrooms, partly furnished, excellent con- For Sale· 1973 VW Beette, body In very good needed. Must provide own transportation. fed house 2nd floor or can't you guys hon- and me. Get psyched for the P.O. Ifs the 
dltlon, excellent location, rent negotiable. · cond1110n, Sf eel belted radials, rebuilt $4.00/hr. Contact Dr. Richard L. Barker, 862· die It? The 8Ig v. 4125. time of your llfe. Love, your Big Sis. 4/25. 
Call 868-1344. 
"
25 engine w/13,000 miles. Pioneer FM-cassette 2180 before2 May 1980 ,u29 t o $1500 th ob ts Call Rob 749 ·.., To Hetzels Queen-Dona-You're always 10 Summer sublet • Webster House, Madbury ;:.J~.ti2s or ere ou . .• Help wanted-work study to work as a bright and cheerful and fun to be with. But Wanted .- framed backpack In go~ co"j 
Rd . . • great location In town, near Main 1970Ch N II t dltl . clerk/receptionist In the New England Cen- lately the smile has been gone along with dltlon. WIii look at Internal an • erna 
Street. Spacious sunny apt., wall to wall ti t ~vy ~v~, exc: ~ con l ~n. New fer Admlnlst. Bulldlng for the month of July. the sparkle In your eyes. We all hate ment frames. Please call 868-9707 or 2·1650 and 
carpeting, 2 large bedrooms. large kitchen 76reosoo, s 0 IeI r, s0550eryM. ot Iw, 065rk9 u3s24d7onFe. Hours ore 8:0D-.a:30 Monday thru Friday. Job sometimes but ltll pass. Meanwhlle, PLEASE ask for Leanne. 4125 • Uvlngroom. Accomodates 4 people ' m es · us se · • · or rtl s east~, Re_nt $44Q_per month, heat Included. Sale 5 speed Schwinn In good shape. Great Includes answering trlep~or.~s, sr D n~ MILEI We love you, Us. 4/25. Cruises/sailing expedlttonsl/salllng camps .. 
Call 68•5296 anytime. 512 around camous. Call 659-3247. 4/25 mall, some bookkeepp ng. a one 
O Susie, Mean, De, All, Moo, Peon-Good times No experience. good pay. summer. career. 
F S I 1978 L S llb t bl h ll No at 862-1900. 4l.2L ._. doing Stoke Olympics. Excellent Nationwide, worldwide! Send s•.95 for op-For Sale • 1976 Kawasake KH-500, 8,000 or O e • aser O 00 ue u · "Tennis Instructors Warited." Excellent high celebration party. 2nd and 3rd-what a pllcatlan/lnfolreferrall to Crulseworld 172 
mlles, new tires, 2-stroke, 3-cillnder, very 48•482 excellent condI1I0n (sailed only 15 · paylnisummer tobs (clubs, resort, camps) team. Mean, keep checking thos IQ's. I'm lox 60129. Sacramento. CA 9MAfUI?-. 
quick. Asking $950. Call 868·13 8 or stop by times) new $1• 95, asking $HOO. 868-588"' avafla le through Washington Tennis Ser I xt L 29 (ask for Mark). Keeo trvlna. 4/25 • gonna m ss you guys ne year. ove ya, MOVING TO PHILADELPHIA AREA?? 20 foot 
38 Young Or. for test drive. 4/ iffrkenstocks--footw_e_a_r -th-a~t-flt-,~,k_e_y_o_u_r...,.,e-.-=, r!~~~I~~ :~~.~~c:~,~~~~:~ !!W~~ :. ~:o~. U25~00 and Peon-Sh-boom.Sh• truck has space avallable for furniture, 
Sbudmmer tsReFntalsl, houdrha,m,.,1E1ttfflcleanncdlepas aknldng2 do. These sandals are high In ~uallty, the 1301) 654-3770. 4/25. -- - Dearest Spam We'll miss the famous d . etcd ... fottr ad nomdlnall fed•,· hWlllyll leave rm op · urns e w u es r · highest In comfort, and reasona ly priced. t b 1980 work , wor s, jra ua on ay an un oa n P I on 5119. A 15 C t t Whit E Interviewing for Sep em er · . • "I m Id " Th k GOO f Bloryt .. Avallable June 1 • ug · on ac e n- find footJoy at the Wax Ear-next to Franklin study positions are avallable for students In- 0 so spam. an or ,r hip It home the easy wayl For more detalls, 
terprlses. Tel.868-2192(M-F8-5)512 Theater.S/6. • terested In peer counseling. Job entails msllyou've got the best around. Love, Yan CollArtShaw868-5185"'129. 
Summer Subl$t-Ourham, beautiful house, For Sale: MGA 13-fnch color T.V. by Mlt• working on lndlvldual basis with students, mufha, Bethel, Llttte Lindy, ·~,ggles, Twlsha, Aprll 25 and 26 Is going to be Awesome at 
excellent locatlon, 1 mlle from campus, sublshf electric. Solid State with color lock, developing their study skills and helping Una, 0nd pammy. 4¼25· PIKE. Start the Spring off right ot this annual 
own room, 3 rooms avallable, $8• per mon- etc. One year old and In excellent con- them gain confidence In being students. Becka-Boo-Remember that Virtue Is Ifs own event. SPRINGFEST at Pr KAPPA ALPHA. 
th, may 15-Aug. 31, 868-2362. 4/25 dttlon. $200 or best offer. Call 868-9608 or 2· Staff development and skllls training wlll punlshmentl ... lt's more fun In a Positive ID requlred.4/25 
Durham summer Sublet, triple occupancy, 2 1170, preferably p.m. Ask for Paul~22 tnlu• nlncA In SAotember. Interested?. Cal! trlple ... people who llve In triples shouldn't 00 you have something apeelal to say? Say bedroom apartment. Large living room with Samoyed pup-Not yet born, due In 2nd 862-3698 . or drop by Stoke Ro_om, 35C 515. throw stones DEEB x ¼~5. · 11 In a special wayt Send your message In a 
fireplace, kitchen and full bath. $400/month week of April. Pedigree dog with AKC Crulseshlps/salllng expldltlonsl/salllng Jadlne-Welcome to the Big AZIII Did your kit fortune Cookie. 50 cents per cookie. for In-
Includes all utilities. Very close to campus papersreadytogoln8weeks.'Asklng$1SO- camps.Noexperlence.Goodpay.Summer help?lfsover-youmadeltlWlshlngyouand formation, Call ·Nadine at 2·1144. 4/25 
and private parking. Call 868-1301 5/2 200 yet negotlable. Call any time career. Nationwide, worldwldel Send $•.95 the new sisters the very best our house can Summer Sublet-Olde Madbury Lane. 2 preferably after 6 p.m. 868-5081. Ask for I for appllcatlon/lnfolreferrols to Crulseworld otter, but remember thatlfs up to youl What Pl KAPPA ALPHA's 11th Annual SPRINGFEST 
bedrooms W/W carpeting. Semi furnished. Karen, If not In leave me~~S/6. . - more can be said? Portland, HERE WE Aprll 25 and 26. Tunes, food, Refreshments. 
telephone. Beside swimming pool. Rent HONDA 360 Excellent condition. 9000 MIies. 172 Box 60129 · Sacramento. CA 95860 4125 COMEIIIBrenda 4/25. 0-on't miss this spectacular event. PIKE. 
$250 and utllltles. Contact Manu 1•2..s2• New conttnental tires. $750. 659-5"'87 Curt. SUMMER WORK• UNH WIidiife Facin~r,/nlrr.al Dear Dana-The SISTERS of Alpha ZI Delta ore Behind Stoke Hall. Tickets must be pur-
5/2. 4/29'-'·-------------- ~~~~~~~fi'e,g'::=~~:~~=~,;0rt'c ~~ ~~~s:r?n~ss~~:ih,~~~~-Yi:;:! ~:n:~~ ~~=•r~ advanced from the House o~ ?!ll 
~~~g~~b~:u :~~~~l~ed~::id=~~d -:;~: For Sale • 1972 Datson 510. Good for parts • preferred: or. Martz Rm. 3 Pettee Hall 862· your fllp top tie tack; rt's our favorite! 4/25 Good. tunes, great times, ana co,a rerresn-
wlshes to find housing for fall semester In 
st111 
runnlni Asking $ 300· Call Darryll at 536- 1 OOO. 5128· RI-EEII Happy Birthday RI-eel Are you ready ments. What else would you expect at PIKE's 
Durham. Would llke housemates but prefer 
1393 
or De ble B. at 
862
"1838· 512 Counselors: Co-ed chlldrens camp, N.A. to celebrate your 22nd with your new-found SPRINGFEST. This will be the event of the 
own room Call or write Steve Patterson, 212 FRISBEEE - with electronic (L.E.D.) lights. Penna. 6/21·8/21 positions avallable: Group friends? were psyr.hedl 4/25. semester. You must get your tickets earty 
Carriage Drive, Middlebury Connecticut Reseml)les a U.F.O. at night. FANTASTIC! leaders (23 and over), Swimming (WSI) Happy 21st Birthday Jo.loll Congratulations from the House or any Brother. Don't miss If. 06762, (203) 758-8124 (collect) 5/6 SencS,$12 cash, check or M.O. to: Jim Apple waterskl, Tennis, gymanastlcs, All team on your new Jobll I know you'll enjoy It. Wat- 4/25 ... -
Summer Sublet. Red Towers. $332.00 mo. l4 Humphrey st- Swampscott, MA. sports, golf, camping, head drama, guitar, ch out for the "rich, dirty, old men." The WE DELIVER! Hungry, but can't leave the 
negotiable. Huge for two or three people 01907 125· · fine arts, woodwork, AAM radio, photo, boat and the sun wlll be here soon enough! books? Pizza, subs, salads, etc dellveredl 
furnished. avallable Moy 15. Must be seen. FOR SALE-Remington Deer Rifle 308. Model yoga, Camp Wayne, 12 Allevard St., Lido - You'll have a balll Luv; me "'125. Nightly campus runs 9:30 p.m. and 11 ;00 
to be appreciated. Cindy or Karoline 868· 660 $100. Call Ed at 7 42-6866. 4/29 Beach. NY 11561 5/9 MEDRA-hware, Berdoon, of the circling p.m. Call 30 min. In advance 868-222•. Also 
· 1300. 5¼2. FOR SALE-'68 Chevelle Malibu sport coupe, Field sports, Ecology, Business room and those who wlll whisk you away. Joe buys used refrigerators $40 each. Call 
summer Sublet with fall option: Large room blue with black vinyl top. Excellent con- Management, Food Service. Call Mr. Chase Happy Birthday to you, our wandering Jew. after 11 p.m. 862-3336 5/6. _. 
avallable as double O s1 1 1 dltlon, dependable, needs spare tire, at625-6"'31. 8:3(}5:00,Monday-Frlday. 516. oo enjoy this myst:y and play. Love, Jas, Kathy M. • Beth o .. You don't know how 
r ng e n coops. 85,000 mlles. Asking $900. Inquire at 2·1639 Banan, Gertrude, an Kerr-Berr. 4/25 happy I am that you guys are going to be at ~~~P-·00re4/nt2.51.deal locatlon. Call 868-2167 for Heather or868-9752. 4/25. Appllcatlons are currently being accepted Chico next semester. I know you'ss have a 
6:
1 
for student computer consultant posttons on JB-here's a late thank you but It hasn't stop- 't It 
1 
h f 
11 Summer Sublet: Durham, 2 bedroom apt. on For Sale: Yogurt maker with extra cups this campus. Minimum requirements are ped since a week ago, post-magic. Your super time • I can wa o ear o a you 
Garrison Ave. Rent negotiable. contact $12.00Callterry"'36-71074125. successful completion of Math 410 (or understanding Is exceptional. Best from adventures. We all wlll miss you thoughll 
Pete, Herb, or John at 868-9821 or 2·1145. For Sale: Electrlc hot plate. One burner. Like equlvalent) and DEC system 1 O experience. your partner In the charge-less rusty recall. Love, Debb1e 4/25 
5/6. new. $15.00Ca11Terry"'36-71074125. If you quality, stop at McConnell 10.A or 4/25. T-TOES: You grape stomping, popcorn mun-
Durham Summer Sublet-Rooms avallable In For Sale: "71 Plymouth scamp 63,000 mlles. Kingsbury M111 and flll out and application. Hey Bernardo-Can't wait for the P.O. Last..... chin', wlld native New Yorder, happy 19th! 
a 4 bedroom apt. part. Furn. Excellent Has nved most of Its llfe on the west coast. 5/6. onel Thanks for 4 awesome years. Looking Watch out for those younger women, cause 
location on Garrison Ave. Call 868-5189 Gets 23 mlles/gallon. Call Terry "'36-7107 SUMMER HELP WANTED-Work stt,&, student to forward to O lifetime with you. HNB-marlo. you are over the hlll nowl 'Have a great onel anytime 4¼25. A/25 assist In the New England Center's Rapid 4125. Signed· Concon, NBW, and Bugs. 4/25 
For Rent-Wanted-one female roommate for FOR SALE-1978 Honda 550K. 3100 miles-Just Copy Center, beginning May 19. Job In- TO P'UR ANO DEAN: Thanks for a wonderful Gall. A _blg thanks for coaching us In hqll 
summer sublet 2 bedroom, wall to wall car- had 3,000mlle check. Includes cissy bar, eludes training In offset printing. No typing weelcend. We coutdn'' have asked for 
O 
hockey. You are the BESTII Get psyched for 
pet, apartment Ideal location. Call 868- rack, saddle bag, crash bar and chain with or experience necessary. part-time and full better time. Spartlcus, stolen rose, white our game next Tuesday. Love, your team 
1516 4/25. lock. 65 mpg. Excellent cond. One owner. time work avallable. Call Janet Doty at 862· , bucks and cowboy hats, ripped pants , 4/25 
FOR RENT-Farm house apt. summer sublet. $1,975· 659•291DMlke-Callanvttme.4l29· 1900512· being carried to the ~o,el room, reggae BLD·"Emotlonsareatwaysnew",evenafter 
Two and a half miles from Durham Center FO .. SALE-2 beautiful pine stereo ·cabinets. If Local work Is seeking to hire 10 creative and file beach won't be forgotten. we love 6 months. Thanx for everything. a.4/25 
on Karlvan rte. Call 659-259•. 41/229 . Interested call 868-1516 anytime 4¼25. and Innovative students for summer work. ._.both.Sponge and Deeds. 4/25. Cheryl, Ellen, Kris, LI, Nat. It has been such a 
F S I K kl KH 500 2 t k 3 cylln- $5.63/hour to start, quick pay raises. Apartment for sublet (with fall option) 2 or a• awasa 5 ro 8, Scholarships avallabte. Need transpor- Skip: What a fantastic weekend! The bacon great 3 years you guys. I'll miss you all so 
bedrooms, fully carpeted, kitchen, living der-Qulck. 8,000
9
mlles, new tlr
0
e
8
s
41
. 
2
C
9
lean tatlon, work ts local. For Interview, call bet- alone was worth the trip. And such great much next year. Best of luck always. Love, 
room on Karl-van rt. 4 miles off campus-pool machine ~sklng $ 50 Qa_ll 868-13 · ween 5 and 7. 868•1228. 411z25_ weather ... don't you love not having to Deb 4125 
rcrlveledges-call 749-4565 early mornings or for Sale-Men's red 21" Concord Freedom wear a raincoat? We'll have to do It aialn To the bright, caring, warm, soft, beautlful, 
ate evenings. Ask for Katle/Allson 5/2 1D speed bike. 79 model. Perfect condition. ~~~~=~:~r~~~:Y J~~eu~~~og~!~~s/~e~~( aJli~;g_re more spaghetti. I love you. op loving woman, who showed me my finest 
Summer Sublet-Dover. Central Location on 74~2841 5'h2. at $4.25 hour 3 ml. from Portsmouth. Call 1• weekend yet: Thanks for the bacon and Karl-Van route-partlally furnished. 3 Clarion .(M.-~C_a_r __ R_a....,d.,..lo-_B,,..r_a_n-=d,....n_e_w __ -,c=-o-m-es 207-439-03585/2. Open House at the Durham Infant Center thanksforthememorles.Love,Sklp4/25 
bedrooms. $240 mo. plus electrlclty. Call from a 1980 subaru. $25 or best offer. Call wlll be held on Saturday, May 3 from 10-3 at Debora. Tlenes un buen ttempo en Espana 
7 49-1802 5/6. anne M. 868-9857 or 2·2170 5/6. ForeSt Park Day Care Center needs work• A7 Forest Park. We provide quality, rellable rcroxtmo ano. Pensare en tu mucho. Lo slen-study for summer positions. Should have f h'ld t 6 k Summber Sublet/Fall option 2 bedroom For Sale-1970 AMC Rebel. Only 51,000 mlles some experience working with chlldren. care or c • ren rom wee s to 3 years o cerca do ml espanol • habta mucho 
westgate, Dover B K•Van $230/mo., August on It. Good condition. Engine and body In Please call or come by and askfor Fran, 868- old. visit us with a friend. Coll 868-1335. 4/25 ttempo. Tu amigo, Debora ,4/25 
free (wlll discuss) Part furnished avallable. good shape. Many new parts. Must sell fast. 567 4 or 11 B Forest park. 41/229. T II m f I nds from Chico Well you guys 
after graduation. Cathy Kathy or Helen 749. So Ifs priced to sell. Asking $300 or best Of• h serViCeS y~~r s.Vm~!ter Is almost ~ver. You'll be 
1662 (always there after 11:30 p.m. If no luck fer. Call Jim Garfan In Lord Hall Room 17 Summer Work Study needed to elp out In taking back mQny stories I'm sure. I hope 
eRaorollmera) 4te'hw29a.nle""3 bedroom apartment I F8068R-9S7AOLOE o1r927·416V3 lk4'h29. II ~~s~~g~~~.~~~ i~i. g:fl~ec~,• ai:.~i~; SPreocferesstlaornlaall tyApsslngoclaatteltss.bleBsMt bcyoUrnrelvcetrlsnltyg the mem,orles o,f your time, here at UNtH are, ..,. n • o swagen, exce ent con- as grea as m ne are o my sames er a rural setting, 2 miles from campus In Lee. ditlon. $2200. 862-1800 or 868-5919 ofter 5. 4129· Selectrlc, choice of style, pitch, grammer, Chico. Take care, have a "kick-back" 
Partially furnished. Fireplace. $75/month fn 4½29 Chlld Care worker wanted tor the Durham punctuation, spefllng corrected. summer and I hope I'll see you out In CA. 
summer $113.33/month Sept. to May 197g._ OPEL Kapett, Good Small car, 78,000 Infant Center. Summer or fall. Must have Reasonable rates for superior quality Diana somedayll Love, Debbie P.S. T • I hope you g
6
Tt
1
L~IES INCLUD_ED. Call Doug or Henry 868.- mlles, needs some work. Coll 868.s.98_ work study. Eicperlenc:e with chlldren $Ch1Jl1'Q 742-4858. 5/6. had a happy birthday! 4/25. • 
,! __ !! 4/29. "preferred. Call 868-1335. 4/25 · 
f 
r -
. .c 
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State 
' ... . " 
by . Craig White 
r+ cbeso4 e"en slarl mak.in<j 
sense uottlf -the ~f-ln page. 
Dinsdale 
8'.t Ion~ wrote a 
f.ur paqe reporro 
by Joe Kandra 
l>VAJ/3,9~. •. 80 
SEVERIIAIC. E ... 75" 
WEll nlcY 51/Y YOV 
lEAIUJ Br Yc,v~ 
••• J ~VJ,f M 7JfE 
..>/VIA~TE.JT PEIU0/'11 /.nl 
THE VIII/VER SE. ,Nl~61JJlff ••. 68 ? 
t>W.Sl>Ale ... ,o ... I, 0 ! . 
[j] ' . 
Shoe 
TEST 
.scQ/tES 
MJSr/JKE> ... 
''fflt, WMfAT • FLAK~,'' 
HAVe 93~ OF YOVf<. MINIMUM 
VAIi)( A!'Ut,,T ~l~M 
OF l<leDFiAVIN ANO NIAQN ... 
~OF VITAMIN A, 
e,i, e,., e,, ... so% 
Cf YOV~ MINIMUM 
t'Al L-Y REQVIJ2E~WT' 
OF ll(ON,~$1UM ... 
Student Dlscou_nt Sjud~nt Discount_~ 
Dover Auto 
Supply 
We have movedfrom .. our 
Main Street Store I 
Our new location is at: 
32 DOV~R RD. DURHAM 
Tel. 868-2791 
0 
---:~ 00 
- ,, )')~) 
: i I ;?', 
by Jeff McNelly 
ANP ICC% OF~ MINIMUM 
J?\l~Y .AXV~T ~Ul~SNT 
OF rOJt, ~TE.. 
~-
~ .. -:-::.. 
l!.1 Jetfe~ Communications, Inc. t980- .:.,. 
Distributed by C.T.N.Y.N.S. ::..... 
Held Over 
By Popular Request 
''The Secret of 
Loving" 
SUNDAY APRIL 27: 
6:30 PM Williamson Lounge 
7:00PMLord 
MONDAY APRIL 28 
7:00 PM Randal 
8:30 PM Jessie Doe 
10:00 PM Sawyer 
VISA . Sponsored By Campus Crusade 
for Christ 
TUESDAY APRIL 29: 
7 :00 PM Devine 
Student Discount Student Disc 
: ... ..... 
9:00 PM Stoke 
Handicap 
continued from page 2 
Veteran's Administration, Exeter 
Hospital, Frisbee Hospital in 
Rochester, Riverside Nursing 
Home, Medical Services of 
Portland, Hood House, and 
various other agencies. Ken Cross, 
a student who owns a wheelchair, 
donated his for the use of the 
program. 
Some of the other things on 
display were instruments that a 
handicapped person would use 
everyday, including vertical and 
horizontal palm handle utensils, 
swivel utensils, a serving fork on a 
cJamp, a two sided toothbrush, 
and artificial limbs. 
At this same table there was 
peanut butter and ielJy for anyone 
who was wi1ling to try to make a 
sandwich with one hand. 
As far as this event went, 
everyone agreed that it was tunny 
to watch the people try to make 
this sandwich but also made you 
realize how a simple task becomes 
a hard act and an accomplishment. 
"We've gotten a lot of interest 
from the people," said Linda 
Castonguay, a sophomore OT 
major. "Most of the people 
couldn't believe how hard it is to 
make a sandwich with only one 
hand." 
There were also films being 
shown throughout the day. 
Included were, Who are the 
Debolts and whv do they have 19 
children?? Is UNH becoming more 
accessible?, Beating The Averages: 
Architectural Barriers. 
"Things are going very well," 
said Crow. "There is a Jot of 
student involvement." 
Although this program was not 
run to force the University to 
comply with the Federal 
Regulations for handicapped 
accessibility on campus, many 
·peupi ·; comment .. 
something should be done to aid 
thA-
"There is a very inaccessible 
ramp in front of the MUB," said 
Pinet. "It took four people to push 
one person in a wheelchair up this 
ramp this morning. People 
couldn't believe that it took that 
many of us to push one person up 
the ramp. Besides that, at the foot 
of the ramp is a steel beam, so that 
a person in a wheelchair coming 
down this ramp would go flying 
into it." 
The only other way to get into 
the MUB would be through the 
loading dock. 
"People could enter the building 
that way, but there is a three foot 
lift," said.Pinet. "They couldn't get 
up that ramp alone, anyway, and 
they they would have to use a 
freight elevator." 
Hood House, which is the only 
medical building on the campus, 
also doesn't have any accessibility 
for the handicapped. 
"The only way a handicapped 
person could get into Hood House 
would be if they were helped or if 
they were brought in by a 
stretcher," said Pinet. 
Although the OT students 
would Jike to make this a yearly 
event, they do not know if it will be 
possible. 
"I'd like to have this become a 
yearly program, but we would 
have to change the format," said 
Crow. "It's important to keep it 
novel. Maybe next year we'll have 
a 'wheel-a-thon' or a wheelchair 
basketball game that the students . 
can participate in." 
·· Red Cro,s al,o help, man~ 
1 eterans upgratle their militar) 
di,i.·har!!cs ... and that holds the 
kev to ~ettin!! a jt1h . Just last 
> ei,r. R~d Cr~1ss" represented 
1mire than 2100 1·etcran, hd11re 
dis,:han:e re1 ie1, hoan.h . 
·· -\nJ tl1schar!!e rn·ie" for 
an additional tiri:+o 1·eteram i, 
Ill pn•t·e,s . 
.. Gi\ in\! .1 h.1nd h> \ett'r:111, i, 
. a11l1tlwr p1;11 t'rful re a,pn for us 
111 he! p keq1 Red Cr11" read~. 
··Lt·nd a h.1nd:· 
JI ... ■ . .. ·•· 
MUSO 
continued from page 4 
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Live in Nick's Lounge 
CROSSFIRE 
Tuesday, April 29th 
9:30PM-12:30AM 
bring about a real professional 
lecture series which would 
compete with the Sid ore series,,. he 
said. Wilson's original plans of 
programming lectures far in 
advance has given way to a 
sporadic method of programming 
and according to Wilson, they're 
not even close to competing with 
the Sidore series. 
Look for Durham Expo 
Specials in Tuesday's 
paper. 
19 Jenkins Court, Durham, N.H. 
. 868-5634 
Never a cover at Nick's 
4 7 Main St., Durham 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5, Sat 9-3 
"We are not solely putting on 
controversial people. We are 
working around their (Sidore) 
lectures to provide the student 
body with things they didn't touch, 
Mott said. 
Ray feels they have achieved 
parity with the Sidore series · in 
contrast to Mott and Wilson. 
"We've done as well if not better 
in attendance. We are concentrat~ 
ing on people who are making 
history now, and I think our series 
may be even better than the Sidore 
series,·· he said. 
According to Mentor, the films 
department is hampered by the 
same general problems faced by 
the whole organization, such as 
bad seating and sound 
complements of the Strafford 
room. 
Mentor and future MUSO film 
director Patrick Brennick want to 
open the lines of communication 
and to develop a working relation-
ship with the faculty. Accorqing to 
Brennick, questionnaires will be 
distributed next year in order to try 
to satisfy the students' wishes. 
MU-B 
They also hope to work closely 
with the faculty in the future in 
order to aide them academically 
and conversely they will benefit COOS - CHESHIRE ROOM 
from student attendance. 
MON-FRI MAY 12-16 
American 
Cancer-
Society 
9:00 - 400 
e 
Thompson School 
Spring Festival 
April 29th- 30th 
To be held opposite Tin Palace 
( President's Lawn) 
Commences each day at 11am -5 pm 
Proceeds in aid of the American 
Cancer Foundation 
¥ ¥ 
I!:iIAttractions: Tacos, cookies, Ice Cream, pret- Iiii 
::(:zels, Hot Dogs, chinese Food, Subs, Fried::(: 
;~;:;~~Dough, T-shirts, Frisbees, Dunking Booth, ~~;} 
=i)Dart throw, Softball & Football Games, · Axe=;~) . 
~::? throwing, Can Crushing, Pulp throwing!!!!! II~ 
~ ~ 
::::::: 
:• .. •: -:-:-:-·•· • ... 
~i~~i Don't miss i.t, It's going to be FUN! 
=:-.-:: •• 
~i= =i:•:t::•::t:·t\::•::J:·=t::·=:;t·=t::•::\:i::•t~::•=:~f •::;:l::·==~:l::·==~I·==~I·==;f ·==I:·t~::-::~f·ti::•t~::-==iK•:t::·t;::•:f::·====~=·= 
Apply Now 
"Join the semester ailsea .... ': 
Sail from Los Angeles Sept 6, 1980 
and from Fort Lauderdale Feb. 3, · 1981 
QrJem, &omheaft.aas., ID&Ua,Ef,ypt 
l~Caal)amdthe~ 
Eam a fuU semester of credit. Sponsored by 
the University of Colorado at Boulder. Participation 
open to quallfled students from all accredited colleges 
and universities. Semester at Sea admits students 
without regard to,eolor, race or creed. 
M01"8 than 6() untverBUi,y COl'll'888 - :wtt.h in-port &Dd voyage related emphaslS. !'aoulty 
a.re trom leading untvers1t.ieS. ViStt.1ng are& experts. 
For more information: 
Campus Reps-Terry Murphy, Peter Nunes- 868-5155 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH INTERNATIONAL WEEK, 
There will be a representative in the MUB 
Balcony from 2 to4 today. Information is also 
available in Grafton Room all day long. 
For tre6 colvr- brochCTe, call or writt::. s~rnester at Sea, UMC 336B, UniVersity of Colo-
rado, Bouldf.lr 80309. Telephone toll tree (800) 884-0198 ( except Colorado and 
Ga.11!ornia) ,( 714) 581-6770(CaJ.ifornia),( 303)492·5352(Colora.dO).TheS.S. UniVerse 
is fully air-coru1it ioned. 18,<X;O to~. registered in Liberia a.nd built in A1f\eriQ&. 
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Lacrosse 
Continued from page 20 
blowout at Amherst, ruining UNH 
chances for its first Northeast 
Division Lacrosse crown. And 
that's what UNH's sights are set 
upon tomorrow. 
"We're not out of anything yet," 
emphasized Garber Wednesday. 
Our big goal is to win the 
Northeast Division title and 
Sat~rday's game with UMass is for 
all the marbles. 
"It won't be a 7--0 first quarter," 
said Garber, "I guarantee it." 
Also hoveringabove Saturday's 
title tilt with the Minutemen is the 
coach for UMa~. Dick Garber, 
Ted's father. A long time coach at 
UMass, Garber Senior has drawn 
a strong reputation for his 
balanced teams. "He has only had 
to recruit players once. After that 
year he got so fed up with all the 
trite 'on-goings,' he said it wasn't 
worth it, according to Ted Garber. 
"You _.get madder and madder 
with these close games," reflected 
Fay during Thursday's practice. 
"And you think of last year and 
7ht 'PfAee 
~ N .H. Newest & Largest Rock club 
ID Required 
Presents 
~ 
May2-3 
325 Lincoln Street 
Manchester, N.H. 03103 
Tel. 669-3636 ,for Direction 
Make a free phone call: 
800-356-2931 
Get our free catalog 
48 pages of quality clothing and ac-
cessories, plus our own Lands' End 
exclusive duffle and canvas luggage 
items. For men and women who en-
joy the outdoors. Well-made items, 
guaranteed to satisfy uncondition-
lly. Many not obtainable else-
where. All solid values. See for 
yourself. Call our toll-free number, 
800-356-2931. 
lANDS'END 
The easy way to shop, toll-free. 
CPN Copyright 1980, Lands· End. Dodgeville, WI 53533 
you want it more. They're a big 
rival and we're going to have to 
come out really hard." 
"With two days rest, I'm really 
confident that we can do it for him 
(Garber Junior) and for ourselves. 
Everyone knows he wants to win 
with his father as the other coach," 
added Fay. "People'd play just for 
him alone." 
"I'm a little nervous because it's 
my father over there," said Ted 
Garber, "but I want them to win it 
for themselves." 
"And I hope it's on Saturday," 
he added. 
Coillmittee 
conti"!ued from page 4 
rely on their own private health . 
insurance . 
.Funhc1 ui5cU55ion between the 
committee and administrators 
touched on student-faculty ratios, 
transfer of credits, and the size of 
the student population. 
The commitee then met with · 
faculty and students. Faculty 
members expressed concern over 
the shortage of classroom space 
adpatable to different class sizes, 
as well as the lack of space in the 
library for the addition of 
necessary books and materials. 
The students voiced concern over 
growing class sizes in thf 
Whittemore scl}ool, and problems 
with transfer of credits. 
GOLFER WITHOUT A HANDICAP. That's March of Dimes 
National Poster Child Betsy Burch, whose operations and 
prosthesis have helped her minimize birth defects. 
,... 
Fire Lt. 
continued from page 3 
were all members of the 
Durham/ UN_H department, he 
LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Wednesday, April 23 
THE BOOBETTES 
Thursday, April 24 
LUCIE 
Friday, April 25 
THE BOOBETTES 
Saturday, April 26 
THE BOOBETTES 
. 8:30 p.m. until closing 
WILDWOOD LOUNGE 
The New England Center 
Strafford Avenue 
Durham, NH 
mastercharge and visa welcomed 
Sweaterville U.S.A. 
We have Men's Jogging Suits 
and Jogging Shorts 
Hours: 
Mon-Wed 
Thurs, Fri 
Sat. 
Sun. 
9:30- 5:30 
9:30- 9:00 
9:30- 5:30 
'--
12:00- 5:00 
RT. 1 - By - Pass 
Portsmouth, N.H. 
said. 
Last week ... :t1~h of the final 
candidates · participated in 
personal interviews also. 
"As a result of the past 
performances, I made a 
recommendation to the board 
of fire commissioners last 
Thursday night," Greenawalt 
said. 
The recommendation was 
approved and Wood was 
named to fill the vacancy. He is 
now one of three Durham/ 
UNH fire lieutenants. 
Wood has been actively 
involved in emergency medical 
services for over ten years. He 
was a member of the Wolfeboro 
Rescue Squad in 1968-69, and 
. joined the Durham Ambulance 
Corps during his1freshman 
year at UNH. 
After joining the corps; 
which is based at the 
Durham/ UNH fire station, 
Wood became interested in the 
call fire department, and 
decided to join . 
In the spring of his junior 
year in college,, Wood was 
offered a job at the Hampton 
Fire Station, which he kept 
through the fall of 1973. 
Meanwhile, he worked as a 
Durham dispatcher for a few 
months, and when a job opened 
up with the fire department in 
Durham, Wood transferred 
from Hampton in late 1973. 
Wood has been the senior 
firefighter in Durham for some 
time, having been here the 
longest. 
Wood has also remained 
active with the ambulance 
corps as an emergency medical 
technician and primary 
attendant. He is also a certified 
instructor for Level I firefighter 
certification. 
"I enjoy the job," Wood said. 
"There's· a great deal of 
satisfaction. At times, it's 
frustrating, but I enjoy the 
challenge. I find it to be very 
interesting." 
Su pression is Wood's 
primary interest. He likes to 
deal with the planning of 
emergency responses and 
emergency situations. 
Wood explained that 
preplanning for emergencies 
takes a lot of time, and since 
there are so many other day-to-
day activities which must be 
dealt with, . there has to be a 
balance of interest. 
Wood will ioin John Rines 
and Steve Allen in the rotating 
lieutenant shifts, to organize 
daily activities, as well as 
concentrating on training, 
prevention aad supression, 
Wood said. 
"It's. nice to be able to come 
to work in the morning looking 
forward to your job," Wood 
said. "It has it's ups and downs 
like anything, but I enjoy it." 
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Laxwomen add two victims · 
By Boston Neary 
The UNH women's lacrosse 
team increased its record to 5-1 
with a 10-5 win over Dartmouth 
yesterday at Memorial Field, and a 
15-2 annihilation of Northeastern 
in Boston on Tuesday. 
The Wildcats came out firing 
against Dartmouth as Donna 
O'Brien shoveled home her first of 
four goals thirty-nine seconds into 
the game. 
Gabrielle Haroules scored her 
first of three tallies, only 20 
seconds after O'Brien recorded her 
second goal. "I was shooting much 
better in this game than in last," 
said O'Brien, who is averaging 4.1 
goals per game. 
"If we play as well as we did in 
the first half, we can play with 
anybody," said assistant coach 
Suzanne Rousseau-Coffey. "Our 
shot accuracy was close to 50 
percent." 
/ 
Sandy Bryan had a big 
afternoon for Dartmouth 
claiming three of its five scores' 
!ncluding Dartmouth's only _goai 
m the first half. 
.. We weren't working as hard in 
the second half," said Coffey. 
There were a few lapses. 
Dartmouth goalie Laura Melley 
had 18 saves on the afternoon 
many coming on one-on-one fa43t 
breaks which she brilliantly bro~ r: 
up. UNH goalie Cathie Sauchur.. 
had IO saves on the day. 
Yesterday's Dartmouth team 
was a far cry from Tuesday's piti-
fully poor Huskie team. Carol 
Berry had an outstanding game, as 
she shot over 50 percent while 
chalkim? uo four i?Oals. O'Brien 
and Hesler each had four scores, 
while Haroules had two and tri-
ca ptain Hope Mauran added her 
first _collegiate score. 
The Wildcats led 5-1 at halftime 
and really poured on the offensive 
juices in the second half, with ten 
goals. 
Coach Jean Rilling noted that 
her Cats had definite problems 
with shot accuracy as they shot 50 
times in the game. 
"We really needed this game 
(Dartmouth) to work the bugs out 
before the UM ass game," 
commented Coffey. 
The Minutemen are currently 
ranked No. 2 in the Nation. The 
Wildcats need accurate shooting, 
said Coffey, to get past the UMass. 
The nemesis Minutemen 
defeated the Wildcats twice 
in overtime; once in the New 
Englan<t championships (20T) and 
the other in the Nationals. 
"We need two of our first halfs 
(against Dartmouth)," said 
Coffey, "in order to get pa.st 
UMass." 
Softhallers split tWin-hill 
x ... ¥ 
UNH senior Carol Berry Ooats through the air as she lets a 
shot go in yesterday's 10-5 victory over Dartmouth. (Photo 
by Art Illman) 
Springfield does it again 
Chiefs dance on 
iracksters 112-50 
By Larry McGrath 
Division II schools have a bad 
reputation. The "II" at the end of 
their title denotes a touch of 
inferiority. Springfield College, a 
small school in western 
Massachusetts, has taught . the 
UNH athletic program a brutal 
lesson. The "II" refers to 
enrollment, not talent. 
The UNH men's track team was 
the latest Wildcat squad to make 
this startling discovery a_s it joined 
the football, basketball, wrestling 
and baseball (twice) teams in 
falling to the Chiefs, 112-50 
Tuesday in i~s last dual meet of the 
year. 
UNH assistant coach Jim . 
Boulanger, who took over for 
vacationing head coach John 
Copeland summed things up by 
saying, "They were just too deep 
for us. Even the events we won they 
scored points by finishing second 
and third." 
A bright spot for the (3-3) 
Wildcats wa~ Joel Dennis, a 
double-winner in the discus and 
shot put setting school records in 
both events. His toss of 51 '7 in the 
discus broke a record which was 
set by Ed Roy (50'4½) back in the 
fifties while his heave of 148'8 in 
the shot forces Tom Irving's 1974 
mark of 146'10 over a notch in the 
UNH sports archives. 
Other winners for UNH were 
Alex Miller in the hammer (187'8) 
and Tobey Russ and Jim Howe in 
the pole vault and 400 meters 
respectively. 
"I had an off meet" said Miller 
who had set a school hamer record 
(20 l '1) the week before at the BC . 
Sportswriters; 
please attend 
critique 
Relays. "I had lifted heavily the 
day before. I knew there wouldn't 
be much left in my legs, so I 
experimented a little," he added. 
The Cats travel to Dartmouth 
this weekend to take part in the 
Dartm.outh Relays in Hanover. 
The Penn Relays were scheduled 
for Friday and Saturday but the 
Cats, most notably Miller are 
foregoing them. 
''lt'ls too expensive a trip tc:,r JUSt 
a few people to go down -there . 
(Penn). I'm just going to 
concentrate on Dartmouth this 
Sungay and facing Sean O'Keefe, 
their hammer man," said Miller. 
O'Keefe, a nationally quaht1ed 
thrower ( over 190 ') should provide 
Miller with some competition. 
/ J; 
By Jaekie MacMullan 
UNH's two top pitchers were on 
the mound for the Wildcats 
Tuesday against Plymouth State 
and I the results were the same as 
they have been all season. 
Co-captain Diane Delisle 
pitched a fine game in the opener 
but suffered a 3-2 setback: 
In the second game, Lisa Cefalo 
threw her way to her second 
shutout of the season, 5-0. 
Cefalo now tops the team with a 
4-2 rec·ord and continues to win for 
the Wildcats. 
Delisle, who has done the job for 
UNH all season, is once again the 
hard-luck loser. She boasts one of 
the lowest ERA 'son the squad, but -
has received little offensive 
support from her teammates. 
At the Vermont tournament, 
"Diesel" was the losing pitcher in 
the UMass contest allowing only 
one earned run. · 
In the team's opener against U-
Lowell, "Diesel" surrendered just 
four hits and two runs, but was on 
the losing end of the 2-1 score. 
"I try not to get frustrated but it 
does get a bit discouraging," said 
Delisle. "I feel like my pitching has 
come a long way but then I look 
and ask myself, why aren't we 
winning?" 
· Against Plymouth, Delisle gave 
up four. hits, two walks, and retired 
the last twelve batters she faced in 
order 
Tuesday 5-6 
meet in office 
Jfa. ,,.,i, t- ,,. , ~ 
,»;, ~' - ,,...;;:_ 
Lee Pope protects the ball from the aggressive defense applied by Andy 
~eiss in the intramural hoop fi_njl1e .. Po~e•s Jeam,1 the Ind~end~t won 
,l-32 . ~rl fflman l> oto) · 
Plymouth scored its three runs 
in the fourth on two singles, a 
fielder's choice, and a two-run 
error in right field. 
UNH picked up a run in the 
fourth when Cheryl Murtagh 
slapped a base hit to center field 
and later scored when Pam Hill 
reached on an error. 
UNH threatened again in the 
fifth when Laura Brown singled, 
Bohner doubled down the line and 
Terri Birmingham singled in a run. 
Patty Foster bunted to load thi 
bases and hard-hitting third 
baseman Murtagh hammered a 
line drive which second baseman 
Nancy Gilman came from nowhere 
to tum a double play which 
squelched the UNH rally. 
"We had real difficulty hitting 
their pitcher," explained coach. 
Jane Job. "She was very slow and· 
our batters were overstriding. 
Once they did hit it, they were 
popping it up. Luckily we were 
able to adjust in the second game." 
In the second half of the twin-
bill, UNH bats came alive and 
pounded out 11 hits behind the 
pitching of Cefalo. The junior 
hurler gave up four hits (two of 
them infield grounders in the sixth) 
and struck out two. 
"Lisa continues to pitch well for 
us," said Job. "She has a nice rise 
ball and a good change-up. The 
Plymouth batters were way behind 
on her pitches." 
Lead off batter Patty Bohner 
reached base on a Plvmouth error 
in the first and second on the 
next pitch. Laurie Lagasse sent 
Bohner to third on a fielder's 
choice and Patty Foster brought in 
the r~n with a single to left. 
UNH went up by two in the 
fourth when Terri Birmingham 
and Annie Huidekoper demon-
strated the art · of bunting and 
Brown brought home a run with a 
sacrifice fly ball to left. 
The Wildcats added some 
insurance runs in the fifth when -
Patty Foster came through with a 
two run double for the Cats. 
Murtagh brought home another 
with a sacrifice fly to allow UNH to 
coast to the finish with a 5-0 lead. .,. 
The split with Plymouth has 
hurt UNH chances at a regional 
birth. Its double-header with 
Bridgewater this Saturday has 
suddenly . become a "do or die" 
situation. 
"Right now it is questionable 
whether or not we go to the 
regiorials," said Job. "We have to 
do well at Bridgewater." 
"I think we're due for a big 
game," said Delisle. "If we can just 
put it together and get some more 
hits and eliminate that one bad 
inning that we have every game, we 
can do it." 
Sport Shorts 
W o="1en of the year 
Sophomores Martha Morrison and Susan Herskovitz have been 
"named Women Athletes of the Year. 
Morrison, a 5-9 guard, set UNH individual basketball inarks for 
most steals and most assists in a ··game, as well as most assists in a 
season. 
Herskovitz, an All-American at the AIA W National Swimming 
Championships last March in Clarkson, Penn., holds all or part of 
nine UNH team and facility records. 
lntrainural sports 
!he Independents defeated T~e Airballs, 51-32, in Wednesday's 
1~tramural ho~p finale. The A1rballs led 22-19 at intermission, but 
hved up to their name in the second half. 
Men's Hall Hockey playoffs open Sunday with 43 teams slated to 
take part. The women have already begun po~t-season play. 
UNH BAA results 
UNH was represented in the Boston Marathon by Tony 
· Scarlotto; ,. Miike St. Laurent and Mark Berman. 
Scarlotton; running in his second BAA, covered the distance in 
3:02, slower than last year's effort. 
St. Laurent checked in at 2:50.48, and Berman finished with a time 
of 2:44. 
' ,, 1 . ~, ------
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. . 
Harvard steals ga1ne early, 15-10 
i . ., , , @ -~ ,,. 
~ 
• --~...., I 
UNH midfielder Brian Noyes nips an over-the-shoulder backhander as he is checked by Har.:-
vard's Hilly Thayer. Chris Emonde (40) looks on, which is similar to what UNH did in the 
opening minutes of a 15-10 loss. (Photo by Art Illman) 
24 runs, 23 hits 
Bats erupt; UNH sweeps 'D' 
By- Bill Nade·r 
Charlie Jones had pitched 
brilliantly in his first three outings 
this season, but in his fourth 
appearance against Dartmouth on 
Tuesday, he turned in his worst 
performance of the year. But he 
won, and justice has been served. 
Jones entered the Dartmouth 
game with the best ERA (0.81) in 
the Yankee Conference, but his 
record was a clisappointing 1-2. He 
surrendered four runs in six 
innings to everybody's patsy, the 
Big Green, one more than he had 
allowed in his previous 22 innings. 
The trick was that UNH scored 
14 runs for Jones, instead of being 
zipped for the third straight time 
while the ace righthander was on 
the hill. 
"Hitting is contageous," 
explained UNH coach Ted 
Conner. "Nobody wants to be 
outdone. If you can hit, then I can 
hit." 
"I didn't have a very good 
fastball," admitted Jones, "but 
they didn't hit m.y curveball. Pig 
(catcher Mark O'Hearn) picked· it 
up and as usual, he caught a good 
game." 
The Wildcats swept the Big 
Green, 14-4 and 10-3, turning five 
Dartmouth errors into 14 
unearned runs and more 
importantly, allowing the hitting 
epidemic a chance to catch on. 
Mike Salinaro ripped three • 
triples, all to right-centerfield, and 
leadoff man Paul Lecompte 
collected six RBI to lead the 
offensive explosion. 
"Mike's a big, strong kid and it's 
a credit to him that he isn't swining 
from his shoes," Conner said. 
The coach's son, shortstop Tom 
Conner is also going to the 
opposite field as he indicated with 
three singles to right in the opener. 
In the second game, -Terry 
Williams and Andy Adams 
combined in scattering eight 
Dartmouth hits and complete the 
sweep. 
Conners pulled Williams after 
four complete innings in an 
obvious attempt to save his 
pitching for a crucial weekend 
which includes a doubleheader 
against Maine and Boston College. 
"We have to win three of four," 
Jones said, "and I think we have to 
win them all. And I think we can." 
UNH is currently 6-8 this 
season, but Conner said, "If we 
keep on winning, things will take 
care of themselves." 
The Wildcats have beaten the 
traditionally tough Black Bears in 
three of their last four meetings, 
but Maine is fielding a 13-8 team 
which plays a competitive 
schedule. 
"I hope it doesn't rain," Conner 
said. 
Woodman-
·~obinson trophy 
tied at 20 
Hey coach, what do I do now? UN~'s Mark O'Hearn slipped coming around second base and is 
caught in a baserunner's nightmare - a rundown. But it was Dartmouth which was eventually. 
rundown, 14-4, 10-3. (Photo by Art Illman) 
By Gerry Miles 
Mentally, UNH wasn't 
prepared, coming off of Monday·-.. 
overtime loss to Brown. Harvard 
was ready and the Crimson took 
advantage of UNH's late start. 
The result was seven damaging 
first quarter goals which led the 
Crimson past UNH, 15-10, en 
route to their eighth straight 
victory this season. The loss, added 
to Mondays squeaker evens the 
· UNH mark at 4-4. 
Harvard was led by three time 
All-American Peter Predun, who 
scored six goals. Rich Rainaldi 
was the other Crimson high·scorer 
With tour anct wa~ Lhc man 
responsible for breaking the game 
open. · 
Sparked by two Predun goals 
and lone tallies by Mike Davis and 
Norm Forbush inside the first five 
minutes, Harvard led 4-0. 
Then things got worse as 
Rainaldi struck for three goals in a 
23 second s~an, all on give-and-go's 
with Forbush doing ihe work 
behind UNH goalie Peter 
Sheehan 's cage. 
Eric Fraser put in two of his 
game high four goals for UNH to 
put the Cats on the board, but 
things still looked dim. 
"Harvard really came out fired 
up," noted John Fay. "One of their 
players told me that was stronger 
than they've come out for any 
game in four years. We came out a 
little flat. Our defense played well 
after the first quarter." 
The scoring for the final three 
quarters was even; eight for 
Harvard and eight for UNH. The 
damage came in the first quarter. 
"You have to play four 
quarters," said UNH coach Ted 
Garber after the game. "They have 
very quick middies and moved the 
ball very well. 
mtttf!!i!i!By 
"Our -defense was hesitating and 
they could dump it off or shoot it,·• 
said Garber, "and they caught us in 
that split second while we were 
sliding through." 
But UNH made a mild 
comeback. 
Goals by Curt Shumway, Fay, 
and Fraser brought UNH back to 
respectability at the half 9-5. 
By the fourth quarter, UNH had 
roared back from a 14-7 deficit · 
after being outscored 4-2 in the of 
third when Brian Noyes and Fraser 
sandwiched a pair of goals around 
a Predun blast. Eight seconds after 
a Steve Glover tally, Harvard 
coach Bob Scalise called timf' 
"They kept hustling," said Chris 
Esmonde, a Crimson def enseman. 
"After you get a lead like that (7-0), 
you tend to get a little lax." 
"We didn't want them to get too 
close," said Scalise. "They have too 
much of an offensive threat and we 
needed an early lead." 
The Crimson neutralized any 
UNH efforts by passing the ball 
around the perimeter without it 
hitting the ground to play "keep•-
a way" from the Wildcats. 
UNH did get the scoring 
chances, but had dropped balls 
around Harvard goalie John 
Lechern 's crease instead of the 
needed shots, and never pulled any 
closer. 
Predun upped the count once 
more on an unassisted effort with 
3:37 left to play for any insurance 
the seventh ranked team would 
need. 
Tomorrow, UNH faces another 
challenge in always tough New 
England rival Massachusetts. 
UMass which has held a long line 
of victories over the Wildcats 
destroyed the Cats last year in a 
Lacrosse, page 18 
The Gorillas 
• are coming 
Uh-oh. Tomorrow ZooMass is ~ending its Gorillas to 
UNH. And you know what that means. Another edition of 
the Gorilla-Wildcat lacrosse rivalry. 
The Gorillas have stomped on the Wildcats for 14 
consecutive years. Fourteen in a row, some rivalry. But it's 
still UNH against UMass; ~ood against evil. 
The Gorillas are Garber s Gorillas, coached by Dick 
Garner while the Wildcats are simply the Wildcats 
coached by Dick's son, Ted. Ted played his lacrosse at 
UNH for four years and is currently in his second year as 
coach. He has failed in every attempt to defeat his father. 
There is an optimistic, almost cocky attitud_e generating 
throughout this campus that yes, this is the year. And 
tomorrow is the day. 
Or is it just number 15? 
Junior attackman John Fay thinks "this is definitely the 
year. The way we've been playing, we have the capability to 
beat them. It's going to be a really close game." 
Senior tri-captain Jay Leach ~ame to UNH when the 
UMass winning streak was at 11. Now it's 14. "We're a 
different team this year," he- said. 'This time we have a 
much better chance, more so than in year's past This 
game means a lot to me." 
The winner of tomorrow's game is assured of the 
Northeast Conference championship, which UNH coach 
Garner likens to the Yankee Conference crown. 
Garber' s original goal at the beginning of the season was 
to win the Northeast Conference. Currently UNH is 2-0 in 
the conference and after tomorrow's game, Vermont is the 
only conference opponent remaining on the UNH 
schedule. The Gorillas climbed all over the Catamounts, 
21-1, after opening a 20-0 lead in the first ha1£ 
'They say UMass is not as stron~, but I'll tell you, they 
have speed," Ted Garber said. 'Last year we were 
embarrassed beer.use we just weren't ready to play. This 
year the kids care." 
And so tomorrow afternoon in Cowell Stadium, we have 
the classic of classic confrontations. UMass vs. UNH. 
Garner vs. Garber. Father vs. Son. The winning streak vs. 
► the losing streak. 
After the game, we can all go to the movies to see Kramer 
""--vs. Kramer. · ~ 
